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trouble ahead for your uncle

"IN

PROGRESSIV ES GATHER

1,

The southern delegates,
he eonChicago, III., Aug. 1. Progressive
leaders from several states arrived tinned, were in many eases boss pick-- :
here today as the vanguard of the ed, and controlled and represented litdelegations to come for the progrcs- tie more than the aspirations of
handful of men for patronage.
sive national convention Monday.
In early September he will beRic
Senator Dixon said that Governor
Johnson of California, would call the what probably will be the lons-:s- i
convention to order as chairman of campaign trip ever made by a candinational committee date for the presidency which will'
the provisional
and would introduce the temporary take him into almost every state iii
chairman, former I'nited Stales Sena (the country, if not into every one.
j
tor Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana.
KENTUCKY ELECTS DELEGATES.
"Our arrangements are in excellent
Lexineton. Kv.. Ansr.
Pnnvi.
shape," said Senator Dixon. "It is tlons are being held in every concres-- i
going to be a big convention with ev-- ; slonaj district in Kentuckv todav to
ery portion of the country well repre-- j .piert delegates to the progressive
sented.''
pttrty state convention.
NEGRO QUESTION IMPORTANT.
P0LIXICS AND ECONOMICS.
Oyster Bay, X. v., Aug. 1. The atI''ver, Colo., Aug. 1. The key-- !
titude of the national progressive par-- !
note s!)eech ot temporary chairman I.
ty toward the negro is taken up at x Stevens
of Denver, in which
he
length in a careful statement whkn
Colonel Roosevelt completed today. declared that the Progressive move- Neither of the old narties. Colonel ment was based n the "demand o?
Koosevelt asserted, had met ihe ne the iieople for social, political nd in- gro question fairly, and honestly. Tlit Jiistr;:il justice'' occupied practically
democratic party, he said, was openly the entire morning session of the
against the negro, and the republican at ate l'rogresive convention which
party had placed the black man in 'he opened here at 11 o'clock today. The
south on an artificial basis, as far as chairman declared that the remedies
his relations villi the party are con were: First, political, to enable the
individual to get back the power ascerned.
The republican convention at Cni- - sured him under the constitution, and
of economic
cago. Colonel Roosevelt, said, illus-- j second: The adoption
t rated his point.
remedies."
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DELEGATES IN CHICAGO
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WESTERN OPPORTUNITY
IS NOT YET REALIZED

TARIFF NOT THE CAUSE

ECLARES NO TAI NT IS ATTACHE!

j

j

-

MOST BE

HIGH UiflKG

Washing! oi X). C, Aug. 1. President Tal't was formally notified today
in tire east room of the Unite House
of his renomination by the N'ationul
Republican convention at, Chicago, by
Senator Hiihu Root, chairman of the!
committee of notification.
Vnoflicially the word had gone out
that the notification ceremonies were
to be as informal as possible.
The state dining room was ready
for the lunehors after the program of
speech making end hand shaking.
Members of the notification commil-- j
tee in Washington for the event 1lT
chides:
Arizona. J. Lorenzo llubbell.
California Julius Knhn.
Colorado, Simon Guggenheim.
.Mississippi, v.. H. McKisack.
Xevada, R. II. Govan.
Oklahoma, F. P. Stanford.
Texas. Fugei'e Marshall.
Vtah, Reed Smoot.
Wyoming, John Morton.
"Vo ir title to the nomination is as
clear and unimpeachable as the title
of any candidate since political conventions began," said Root at the
notification.
"I accept the nomination which you
tender," replied President Tal't, beginning his speech of acceptance.
"I accept if as an expression of
confidence that in a second administration t will serve the public well."
.Airs. Taft, radiant and happy, stood
by her husband's side Charles, their
younger son, was there too.
As the President entered the room,
alone, the marine band played the
St;:r Spangled Banner and tho guest?
Mrs. Taft, when
applauded heartily.
she entered a moment later, also was
Charles D. Hilles, the
applauded
president's former secretary, and now
chairman of the republican national
committee, came in just before Senator Root began to speak, and he also
received a round o applause.
Moving picture machine operatovs
perched upon points of vantage in
the corners of the room, clicked off
films, while Senator Root, and the
It was the
piesident, was speaking.
first time a moving picture has been
taken in the White House.
The state
department will preserve one of the
reels in its archives.
When the president came to the
portion of his speech wherein ne re- ferred to the maintenance of the

-

THE HONOR IN A

WHICH 8E DECLARES THAT THE CONSTITUTION

TO ACTION

CHAIRMAN AND KEYNOTER

ACCEPTS

al government of the (". S you believe in the rule of law rather than
llie rule of men. You know that the
great declarations of principle in our
const it in ion cannot be made an effec-

tual guide to conduit in any other
way titan by judicial judgment, upon
attempts to violate thcni; and you
maintain the independence,
dignity
and authority of the courts of the

I'nited States."

Although Mr. Taft in his siieech of

acceptance defined in detail the issues of the campaign as he saw them,
he reserved tlie right to amplify his
statement in a letter as the campaign
develops. The supreme issue that confronts the voters, the president declared was that ot fhe maintenance of
the naiion's institutions and the preservation of the constitution, threatened, he said, on the one hand by the
democratic party, and on the other by
those republicans who had left the
.
party to try their fortunes in a
new-one-

j

j
i

in
Boise, Idaho, Aug. 1. It attendar.ee postibilities are in the majority
at the first session today of the four the councils of the nation. We cangovernors not hope to change that majority,
days' meeting of western

the tariff the presithat it was untrue that to
its door could be traced the high cost
In

discussing

dent, said

of living.
As ;ui issue only less

important than

the tariff the president placed the
were Spry of Utah, Oddie of .Nevada, but we may by united and concerted
regulation of trusts. He said the
some
make
clToit
for
in
measure,
up
Xorris of Montana, "West of Oregon,
Sherman huv had been enforced with
Governors the lack of numbers and check or
and Hawley of Idaho.
success.
Burke of North Dakota, and McDon- - prevent legislation inimical to wesiTal't did not mention either Colonel
ald of Xew Mexico, were expected be- - in interests.
Roosevelt or Governor Woodrow Wilnas
estiIt
been
conservatively
son by name but referred to each.
fore the end of the day.
ot
mated that more than
UNDERON NEW YORK
"I know that in this wide country
Governor Carey of 'Wyoming, teleLAWYER
TAFT MEN RELY Ofl
WANTS
TO AUTHORITY
western resources are as yet unthere are many who call themselves
on ac- the
his
hist
night
regrets
graphed
WORLD DECLARES POLICE GRAFT
There are numberless
developed.
democrats, who view the same avercount of illness.
people seeking homes and there is unsion that we republicans do, the radSUPREME COURT
IMPEACH WRIGHT
wel-WAS l!MSEOECKER ORDERThe visiting executives were
' limited capital for investment.
The
ical propositions of change
in our
coined to Hoise by Governor Hawley, reason why homesteaders in large
form of government that are .reck-!"-sl- y
ED KILLING
Governor West numbers have not
and Mayor Hedges.
sought the west
adv;,;;eed,to tiatisfy what i (jv
was the first arrival. He traveled and unlimited capital referred to has
IMPORTANT
QUESTION
Pi ROOSEVELT SPEAKER CLARK RECEIVES PETITION ASK- posed to be popular clamor,'-- ' said the
on
own
state,
j()0 miles across his
indus
in
western
been
'not
invested
ELECTORS IN KANSAS HANGS IN BALpresident.
m FOR REMOVAL CF A MAN WHO SAM SCHEPPS IS
horseback, and was welcomed at the tries is that western opportunities
"To them I appeal as to all repubGovernor
line
DECIstate
RENDERS
by
Hawley.
ANCE UNTIL JUSTICE
SENT UP LABOR LEADERS FOR CON!are not fully realized in the populous:
licans, to join us in an earnest effort
anLATEST WITNESS
In his opening address at the
and money centers."
to avert the political and' economic
SION
TEMPT.
.- .of:
nual meeting of the association
revolution
and business paralysis
western governors, which convened;
Governor McDonald is not. in Santa
which republican defeat will bring
1.
D.
Washington,
Aug.
1
Speaker
C
toward
L.
Xorris
Xew
Edwin
'.here
1.
Governor
York,
Kansas
to
return
Aug.
The
Steps
Xew York, Aug.
today
pe m,t js expected
tonight,
about."
Clark received in his mail
from
is not known at the state capitol
the corroboration of the confesions of Montana, president of the associa-,j- t
After reviewing the legislative enprimary election case, which involves Francis T. Tobin, a lawyertoday
Philaof
tion- said
l'arl:
a unique point of great importance in
whether he expects to attend the sesactments of the republican party the
a petition for the impeach- - implicating Police Lieutenant Becker!
delphia,
the machinery of the national election ment of
Those who do not understand or sion ot tne western
goveinois at
president launched into a bitter at
Justice Daniel Thaw Wright, in the murder of Gambler Herman
"was laid before the justice of the suBoise or not
tack upon "those responsible for the
of the District of Columbia supreme Rosenthal are to be taken carefully '.appreciate our necessities and our,
preme court here today.
popular unrest," of the present day.
a
because
in
of
court,
recent
decision
and slowly so that, as District Attor-- ;
Directly, or indirectly, the decision which he convicted Samuel
"Started by sensational journalism
Gompes,
of tthese justices will settle whether
and unjust and unprincipled
muckFrank Morrison and John Mitchell, ney Whitman says, the "whole truth' WILSON
REFUSES
DILLINGHAM
elecORGANIZE
for
TO
candidates
presidential
eight
raking," he said, "demagogues
have
for contempt of court. Speaker Clark of the relations between the gamb-- '
tors who ha.ve declared they will vote referred
seized the opportunity to inflame the
j
the
to
house
the
ju- lers and the police will come out."
petition
in the electoral college for Theodore
public mind that they might turn pecommittee without comment.
TO PROrSE REVOLT
The appearance of Sam Schepps is
SCHOOL TEACHERS
Roosevelt may have their names on diciary
culiar conditions to their own advanof-;
keenly awaited at the prosecutor's
the ballot submitted to the people of;
tage."
j
flee.
Kansas at the republican
primary
In the formation of new parties,
to
told
the
j
Gth.
Schepps,
story
on
ON
according
COM
election there
DOWN POSITION
TURNS
August
PLEASES HIM FOR SEVERE
SUGGESTION
the president, said, these men have
re
to
the
district
Rose,
by
attorney,
Emergency action by the court was
MITTEE WHICH WILL LOOK INTO THE
with promised the satisfaction of unrest
NOTIFICATION STUNT-- HE
SIMPLICITY-Ithought he
ceived $1,000 in bills from Rose which
necessary so that the primary ballots!
t(
a by the application of a panacea.
Then
launched
when
into
eiing.
Becker had handed him. Rose says
MEXICAN AND OTHER INSURRECTIONS.
might be printed in time for the elec-- j
HAS MANY CALLERS THESE CAYS
"In the ultimate analysis, I fear the
denunciation of those who le
said
Schepps gave this money to Harry
tion.
'
1. Outlining the
un-opportunity which those seek
were
equal
Ga.,
for
Aug.
Atlanta,
as
the
known
responsible
otherwise
"pomilar
Horowitz,
"Gip
case
more
involves
"This
dynamite
who proclaim the
social jusof
defense
in
trial
the
he
1
with
I.
Senator
and
Louis
D.
Blood"
Daisy
Opie
the
rest,"
spoke
Governor
Rosenzweig.
C. Aug.
spirit, emphasiSea Girt, X. J., Aug.
Washington,
than any that has been handed up to
o
tice, involves a forced division
"Dago Frank" CTrofici and Shapiro Wilson received today a suggestion Dillingham of Vermont has declined to zing his words with, gestures.
this court since the period of reeon-- Grace, accused of having attempted
tc kill her husband, Eugene, counsel the chauffeur and joint owner of the
While the president was being no-- ; property and that means socialism. I
declared
Representative for
struction,"
of the tified of his
venture to say there is no national
Mrs. Grace today told the jury "murder car" were taken before the from W. H. Samford, of Montgomery, serve on the
nomination, the demoJackson, attorney for the defense.
administration in which more real
wide
a
a hnllpt
nation
that
Grace
thilt
tlii
wnnm!
relations
inrv
senate
committee,
organization
Ala.,
in
mnrninp'
crats
house
rpreivH
of
foreign
the
"
representatives steps of
the broad
"It involves," he said,
progress have been taken
was
were
the
The
with
to
scuffle
his
that
work
inference
afrer
formed
be
Woodrow
Wilson. Apwife,
"Dago:0f school teachers
eulogizing
charged with investigating the reportquestion of state and national author- during
than in the present one. But as for
had confessed and that h's for wilson
a miarrel over the sale of her prop-jank"
the
plause
The
of
interrupted
president's
the
of
of
States
the
during
campaign.
ed
promises
Speaking
fomenting in the United
ity."
the inillenium, a condition in which
statement was sufficient to warrant governor was pleased with the idea Revolution
One outburst greeted his io-- ;
Cuba and Mexico. Sen- speech.
the candidates for electors, he said: erty.
the rich are to be made reasonably
before
their
taken
The
declared
immediately
to
that
ferences
being
Colonel
Grace!
Roosevelt
and
attorney
see
will
;and Mr gamford probably
"These are political promises and not
ator Borah has been substituted.
poor, and the poor reasonably rich by
Whitman
the
to
Mr,
Governor
his
wife
grand
meiticn-eshoot
said.Mr
Wilson
jury.
after choking
of
McCabe and otrier members
though he
such as is in the court's power to en- tried
HOUSE AGAINST TARIFF BOARD.
law, we are chasing a phantom.
been
Frank"
has
positively
her and during the scuffle which fol- 'Dago
neither by name.
He referred to
,.amn..ilrn committee to sueeest
force."
1. The
D. C, Aug.
"I do not say that the two gentleWashington,
shot
who
one
men
identified
of
as
the
,jetaiiSHe agreed that tlie petitioners had lowed the weapon was discharged.
house voted today 145 to 109 to dis- the Colonel as the "leader of those men who now lead, one the democrat
RosenthaL
who
of
M.
left
had
pn-tyOllie
the
James,
republican
Representative
lost their right of redress because
party, and the other the former reagree to the senate sundry civil apThe statement of Jack Rose, the KentuckVi chairman of the
r
ai d to Governor Wilson as the demo-- ! publicans, who have left their
NEW YORK COTTON.
they did not follow 'he law in each
party,
in the Rosenthal case, that tifm committeP discussed with Gov- propriation bill continuing the pres- crMic nominee.
in their attacks upon existing condient tariff board bill in office for anXew York, Aug. 1. Cotton spot an annual tribute of $2,400,000
objection to the petitions within three
has e,.nor
ot
At
the
a
the
conclusion
ceremony
the
of
the
w8on
pan
speeches,
tions and in their attempts to satisfy
other year.
days after they were filed although closed quiet: middling uplands 13.00; been exacted by the police from gamb-;o- f
s
luncheon was served,
notincati(m ihere on August 7.
the popular unrest by promise of
they knew the situation then as well middling gulf 13.25; sales 10,700 bales.
and others for "protection" is ator o'Gorman of Xew York, arrived
"Your title to the nomination is as remedies, are consciously
as they do now.
embracing
rot considered extravagant by thosean( joiM( the conrerence between
clear and unimpeaeV'e as tin title socialism. The truth is that
they do
"Suppose," said Justice Pitney, "the
familiar with the under world of Xew Governor W1!s0n and
conof
candidate
Representative
any
not
sine
political
offer
or
definite legislation
any
Roosevelt electors were successful at
orK
Lity.
I.Tames. ' After the conference report
SCHOOL OF AMERICAN
ventions began."
.
....
which the happy conditions
x
1.
k
II
policy
by
the primaries, how 'would the Taft
imiB ic
numuuij,
announced that the ceremony
ARCHAEOLOGY.
That was the keynote of Senator they promise are to be
.
amount collected in 1899 by the "com - james
supporters be able to register
brought about.
n,m hp hp1f, at t ,,'rlock
tiflH,,n
Elihu Root's address to President
election?"
"The
truth
at the November
both those
is,
friends,
a
rooms
my
waR
iuu
7.
iouos:
pooi
!Dlne
,n the afternoon of Agust
The morning and afternoon
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 1. A con- Taft here today, when as chairman of who have left the republican
Mr. Jackson explained that twenty
?m eacn Per month, $1,400,000; 500,
party
win be in tnie Jef.
the
devoted
to
was
Thja
for-cerenl0ny
registering
;
'he
of
notification
committee
under the inspiration of their present
candidates for electors had been descral' sames, $lo0 each per month fersonian and Wilsonian simplicity," troversy arose at the resumption of the
of students. At S
and
receiving
the Darrow bribery trial today over mally advised the president of his leaded and our old opponents
the
200 gambling houses $150
9W,000;
ignated while only ten shall be chossaj(J. Mr Janlps.
p. m. tonight at the Palace of
which passed be- nomination by the Chicago conven-- : democrats, under their candidate, are
the
20 large;
Of, these, only the eight in dismonth
en.
$360,000;
telegrams
cipher
per
Mr.
notification
The
committee,
the Governors, Mrs. Francis
going in a direction they do not defineach peri TanieR saidi wmlId nteet at thtt Hoto, tween those interested in the Mc- - tion.
$1,000
gambling houses,
pute have declared themselves for
Brewster, a noted authority, will
of notification," itely know, toward an end they can"The committeo
which had
50
Roosevelt.
$210,000;
month,
games,
envelope
"Then," remarked Justice
Xew York, on August 7, and Xamara defense, copies of
lecture on the Inca Drama of 01Imerial.
been furnished the Darrow council by said Senator Root, "here present, has not definitely describe, witlh but one
monm!
Vandeventer, "the question involved
come here in a body.
lantai, giving readings from this
the honor to advise you formally that thief and clear object, and that is of
whether the Rttosevelt electors
.Tames wns leavinsr. a del2a- the prosecution.
P" ea' Sl.OUU. Total $3,095,000. ,. Aa Mr
remarkable Peruvian ceremony.
. n
demanded on the 22nd day of June, last, you acquiring power for their party by
The defense
,
,
attorneys
f
shall have the right to run as
Sunand
all
The lecture tonight
tney ne iurnisneu tne i;ey to tne were reguiany anu 'niy nomiuiueu uy popular support through the promise
on the republican ballot?"
Wilson and Marshall
delegation of mat
day night lectures will be free to V MEMBERS OF HOUSE
of a change for the better.
code. They maintained that the key the national convention of the
the
pethat
declared
Mr. Jackson
the public. Season tickets cost
SEEK TO PREVENT
Washington, D. C., called on the gov"These gentlemen propose to reby Assistant District Attor-- lican party to he the republican
titioners were not injured because if
five dollars. For those who can- HANFORD HEARINGS. ernor.
Ford yesterday was insufficient, didate for president for the term form the government, whose present
for
the
vote
to
wish
not
to
did
alL
not
eight
tickets
attend
they
lectures,
The latter replied that he had no oth-- : beginning .March 4th, 1913.
defects, if any, are due to the failure
Roosevelt candidates, they could vote
Re
single lectures may be had at X Representatives Have Prepared
of the people to devote as much time
S. Darrow, the:
Clarence
er
codes.
in
IN
DAY
second
CONGRESS
time
the
(j,e
history
"por
both
sets
if
St
for the Taft candidate
fifty cents each.
port for Dismissal of Impeachment
defendant, took the stand for further 0f the republican party a part of the as is necessary to their political duX
were on the regula' ballot.
Any de- X Program Friday, August 2d.
Charges Against Jurist Who Recross examination.
delagates have refused to be bound by ties by requiring a political activity
X
X
SENATE.
cision by the two justices, sitting on 18 Morning devoted to registra- signed.
The by the people three times that which
the action of the convention.
X
would
X
settle
tion.
noon.
X
Convened
case
X
at
of
the
the merits
di3 t'hus far the people have been willing
course
is
reason
for
this
X
assigned
X
1.
on
A
of
re
X
D.
2:30
no
X
illustrated
became
lecture
Senator Bacon
presiC, Aug.
It and there would be
danger
Washington,
to assume.''
cerdecision
of
with
the
satisfaction
elX
A REAL NATURE FAKE.
X "Monuments of the Aztecs," by
until August 10 by X
port, recommending the dismissal of jX dent pro-tefurther contests after the primary
of
the
in
contests
tain
the making up
X the impeachment proceedings against X agreement.
X
X
Director HewetWt
ection or the general election in NoX
8:00 p. m. Lecture by T. A. X Federal Judge Cornelius H. Hanford, X
Notice of the house's replica- - X
Laramie, Wyo., Aug. 1. A se- - X temporary roll of the convention.
vember, Baid Jackson.
X Parkhurst on the Hopi
Snake X has been prepared by Represents-Graha- X tion to Judge Archbald's answer X X vere hail storm occurred at 2 X "So long as those decisions were X HER JEWELS WERE STOLEN. X
CLOUDBURST IN WYOMING.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 1. X
faitih, all
X Dance.
Illustrated with colored X
and McCoy, members of the X to impeachment charges was re- - X X o'clock this afternoon, more than X made honestly, and
Rock Springs, Wyo., Aug. 1. Crops X slides. Director Hewett will give X house
who heard X celved.
XIX two inches falling in tine south- - X persons were bound to accept them X It has been learned that $20,- - X
committee,
judiciary
In this section were washed out and X brief explanation of the Green X
X 000 worth of jewels1 were stolen 3
XIX em part of the city, doing some Xias conclusive,
HOUSE.
testimony in Seattle against the jur- X
small property loss Was suffered by X Corn Dance which is held at San- - X ist. It probably will be submitted to X Convened at noon.
Xi "You have been nominated because X from the home of Mrs, Rose A. X
X'X little damage.
water from a cloudburst that broke X to Domingo August 4.
for certain X Brown of this city, Monday X
X the committee next Tuesday.
X By agreement, political speech- Nearly six inches of rain has X:you stand
over the Point of Rocks section late X Saturday's program will be an- - X
which X night, while she was entertaining X
Judge Hanford's resignation is be - ; X es occupied three hours of ses- - XX fallen in this valley in the past X1 fixed and essential principles
last night. No loss of life is
X the republican party maintains, you X a dinner party.
5$ ing held at the White House for the X sion.
X
X X six days.
j X nounced In Friday's paper.
committee's action.
believe in preserving the constitution- X
-
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PAGF TWO

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Th e Little Store;

WET OR DRY
Health ia the foundation of all good
looks. The wise woman realizes this
and takes precautions to preserve her
health and strength through the
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
in use, and accomplished so muchgood, that it is in no sense an experiment, but a preparation which always
produces the best results. II is for
external application and so penetrating
in its nature as to tnorougniy morula.
in-'every muscle, nerve and tendon
volved during the period before baby
comes. It aids nature by expanding
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-ness and soreness, and perfectly pre
pares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been

Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire" Goods.

TEH

Always

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

the Leader

Santa
WE

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Fe.
GIVE

GO

Telephone No. 40.
TICKETS
REGISTER

AND

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

BSADFIELD

ALFALFA SEED.

REGULATOR CO., Atlanta,

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

C

TOY GUNS.
That protection of dumb animals is
needed every day no one can deny
viio thinks at all upon the subject,
and education in this respect in euu'i!-!- y
needed. One proof of this fact is
seen in the general use of ucii a
lu
.'-,J?u
.
r,8e'UU!
10 a lover ot annmus, it Men, asion- lishing that any parent can giv-- into
hands of a child a toy that is as i
dangerous as a small, revolver. Armed
with this means of destruction, and
with small ability aa a marksman, the
'child becomes an active element of
danger to every one in his neighbor-ihood- .
Many accidents to other chiki-- i
ren have already happened from the
use of toy guns and the lesson of
cruelty that the boy himself receives
and gives to others in shooting et
birds cats, and dogs, are countless
and evil in results. To kill ior the
mere sake of Jailing, to wound and in-- I
flict a lingering, agonizing
leitu on
harmless and inoffensive creamies, is
la certain way to learn brutnllt and
indifference to suffering.
"The phenomena of free and happy
life is a wonderful and beautiful study,
and no lessons so effectively foster all
that is good and noble in the human
heart. In connection with this, teach
kindness, justice and mercy to all living creatures and you form a character approaching to the perfect man
and woman."
"Teach your child to love the woods
and the fields, the flowers and the
birds, and to call his horses and his
dog his friends, and you have a'ldr?d
to his capacity for happiness a
AND

BOYS

1

Iola
El Toro

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

R. J. CRICHTON
T.nrnhpr and final Yard

li

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Yard J3J Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE

AND
oa1
SWASTIKA LUMP

Wood

RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

LIVERY CO.,

MORGAN

FIRST CLASS
Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

139

LIVERY

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. QANN, Prop.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Good covered: Hacks and good
way.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
fTench Noodle Order 10c a dUD,
furnished cotnmerc"-a- l men to take In
i Mew York Chop Suey 60c the
Wlr E'.nbudo
surrounding
Station.

.

....

$1.50

and $2.00 Per Day

T

THE

Wf

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

You cannot get up to date printing
material
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and at
the same time expert mechanics. Tour

orders are always assured personal
tenHon,

at

,,,

,an

T

Rochester, N. Y. " I have a daugh- 13 years old who has always been
very healthy until recently when she
complained of dizziness and cramps every
month, so bad that I would have to keep
her home from school and put her to bed
to eet relief.
"After giving her only two bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pound she is now enjoying the best of
health. I cannot praise your Compound
too highly. I want every good mother
to read what your medicine has done for
Richard N. Dunham,
my child."-M- rs.
311 Exchange St, Rochester, N.Y.
suffered from
Stoutsville, Ohio.
headaches, backache and was very irreg
ular. A friend
!l
vised me to take
Lydia E. Pinkham's

ter

nf

"I

;

...

CarlsDad country.
Judge S. I. Roberts, Mrs. Roberts,
and two children left this morning for
Mr. Roberts
Long Beach California.
will remain only a short time while
Mrs. Roberts will spend several
months to recuperate from a long illness.
William T. Reed, the hustling publisher of the Argus, is back at the
case this morning after a brief vacation spent at Black River.
Saturday
he and the family itte'hded the big
picnic of the people of Loving anfl
Malaga, the entire country side turn-- j
ing out in force.
com-- '
The Dearborne Development
pany has finished the third cutting of
mm mues ueiu
aiianu on u.e
in
believes
town.
Mr. Dearborne
doing things right and he keeps every
By close attention to
thing moving.
the details of the farm, he manages to
get excellent returns.
Water has been turned into the canals after the mossing
last 'week
there
With clean canals anl laterals
will be a world of water come down
to the farms from the big reservoirs
that are nearly fi'U. The farmers
will begin irrigating field crops
like
corn, cotton and sorgum this week.
im

LIFE POLICY HOLDER SLAIN.
Castle, Okla., Aug. 1. Three men
are in the county tail at Okemah
charged with the murder of M .C.
rancher and
Shipp, a prosperous
stockman here, at 9 o'clock this morning. Attempts to lynch them are feared. Shipp was shot in the right side
with a shot gun and then clubbed to
death with the same weapon.
Two of the men. named Miles, are
stepsons of Shipp, while the other,
It is charg- White, is his
ed by Shipp's daughter that the three
and her stepson had entered into a
conspiracy to kill Shipp for $2,000 life
insurance he had taken out a short
time before and that the murder had
been arranged for some time. Shipp's
wife was supposed to have gone to a
neighboring state for a visit several
days ago, but when Sheriff Boulware
found the three men tonight she was
with them.
--

FINES MASHERS A LA CARTE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 1. Police
.Tudee Noele B. Xee'on inaucurated a
new price list today for those who
The
violate the mashing ordinance.
The
court did a rushing business.
price list to customers was:
Bumping into cop's girl at dance.
$5; one customer.
Saying, "Divide your suds, kid,"
$5; two customers
Stopping girl on street and say- -

and contemGeorge Solnar,
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
plates locating here.
Lucas County. ss.
Arthur Raithel and wife returned
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
in
several
weeks
from
today
outing
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
California.
iting

,

,

City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- LARS for each and every case of
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence this 6th day of December, A. D., 18S6.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.;
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-- !
ally and acts directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.;
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.,
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-- i

NOW JACK JOHNSON RETIRES.
Aug. 1. Jack Johnson,
Chicago,
champion heavyweight p igilist of the
world, announced tonight that he had
fought his last fight,
"I'll never draw on a glove again as
de-- I
long as I live," the champion
You cannot get up to date printing clared.
"The promoters won't give
material me my price for fighting now, and if
jnless you have
.and
facilities. The New Mexican I wait a year I'll probably not be in
'Printing Company has both, and at condition to put up a fight worthy of
'tha same
time expert mechanics. a champion.
So it's good-byto John
.Your orders are always assured per Arthur Johnson,
of the
champion
sonal attention.
v.orld."
istipation.
e

OF DOING

BUSI-

OUR

BUSINESS

SOON

IS

GOING TO BLOW OU.

WHAT THE PEOPLE

WANT AND BY DOING A SQUARE BUSI-

Phone

Hardware Co.
Hardware We Have

If Its

14.

Phone 14

It.

Why Import Mineral Water

JM
to

t

:

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

Delivered to vour house.
j

T'u
i I in

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
r?c? miMCnA I
i
i
iviiix u,irvL WaTEO

c mti a

.

r

FRANK m. JONES.

at

Til
ww.

n ur

"

?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

PinkhamMedicineCompany.Lynn.Mass.

Capi,Sa2nskBI

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

Lisbon, Aug. 1. A dramatic tragedy
was enacted here last night. An
amateur performance of "Othello"
was given by persons in society. A
Porto Alegre banker, Pedro Silva, 4S
years old, played the part of OMiello.
Having learned that his wife, Dolores, 18 years old, who was playing the
role of Desdemona, had sometimes
proved unfaithful with a military student, Antunes, who was playing tne
part of Iago, he availed himself of
the murder scene to plunge the dag-ge- r
into his wife's heart, killing her
He afterward stabbed Aninstantly.
tunes in the chest. Then he became
which was
The audience,
insane.
large, was thrown into a panic and
rushed for the entrances. Antunes is
reported to be in a grave condition
and may not live.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

IILIGHT

STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID

I

N THESE

clear white liquid for cleansing
purifying and healing skin and scalp
A

VIEW

SOUR WAY

WE ARE HERE TO STAY, BY CARRYING

Wood-Davi- s

nhio. R.F.D.. No. 1.
uArA of such letters fromformoth
what
er" ressinf? their gratitude
Com-jtn- e
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
their daugh- pound has accomplished

MOUNTAIN

I

NESS.

c,.,tavii,

diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by
Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

PRICFS

WE ARE NOT AFRAID THAT

CoRA B. FoSNAUGH,

reief ,.Miss

fm(J

AT LITTLE

NESS.

V7

.

o

que, are here on business.

BUSINESS

pound, and
had taken the whole
of two bottles I
found relief. I am
only sixteen years
old, but I have bet- ter heaitn man ior
two or three years,
I cannot express my
thanks for what Lvdia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for me.
h"rf taken other medidnes but did not

Hackett of Hancock, X. Y., OTHELLO'S STAB WAS
has arrived with his family and be- REAL WHEN BANKER
comes a permanent --esiuent. rie pur- KILLED HIS wife.
.
chased the home of L. S. Crawford on
He is Portuguese Plunged Dagger Into Worn-- ;
Canal street some time ago.
an and Her Affinity wno was mm-- !
having the house repaired and paint
ed and will move in nefore long. Mr.
tary Student He Found Her
with the
Hackett is well pleased

has brought in a
splendid irrigation well one and a
half miles directly north of town, and
just across the Mimbres. From fifty-twto seventy feet the drillers enmatecountered good
rial, it being coarse gravel. Mr. Hardaway will soon install a pumping
plant in this weH and will reclaim a
considerable acreage with the same.
Mr. Baird, of Fresno, Calif., is vis-- :

....

WE SOCK THE KNIFE IN TO PRICES ON HARDWARE. .A BIG

ComVegetablebefore
I

n.4

H. S.

j

Texas, is 'here to begin improvements
near ,v
Hondale.
his land
upon I,
.
...

j

had saloons inflicted upon them. The
ing "Chickie," $23; one customer,
is
general sentiment in the county
Following girl home and standing
strongly against saloons and the late in front of her gate, $25; one
the
developments are increasing

DEMING LOCALS.
Deming, X. M., July 30. A. B. Sny- r!ir ami Hsa Fii7!ihftli skillen were
married yesterday evening
at the
court .house by Justice L. L. Brown- .ing. Mr. Snyder is in the employ of
the Santa Fe railroad.
Thirteen members of the 22d infan- try passed through here this morning
en route to Silver City, Hurley, Ft.
Bayard and Santa Rita where they
will play baseball w ith the teams of
these respective places. They will
return here Friday and play the Dem- -

g

The Experience of Two Girls
Here Related For The
Benefit of Others.

'

"The humane instinct will assuredly continue to develop. And it should
the
be observed that to advocate
rights of animals is far more than to
to- plead for compassion or justice
it is
wards the victims of
nnt nnlv nnrt nnt nrimarilv. for the
sake of the victims that we plead, but
Our
for the sake of mankind itself.
true civilization, our race progress,
of
our humanity (in the best sen
the term) are concerned in this development; it is ourselves, our own
vital instincts that we wrong when
we trample on the rights of the fellow
beings, human or animal, over whom
we chance to hold jurisdiction." H.
S. Salt.
Ignorance and want of thought are
the principal causes of cruelty to animals.
The remedy is instruction In their
nature, needs and capacity.
InHumane societies can greatly
crease their usefulness by distributing
literature giving such information.
It is better to educate than to

water-bearin-

mrra11 limits

PERIODIC PAINS

Carlsbad and has no organization for
Under the circumstangovernment.
ces there can be but little control.
The people in San Jose and Carlsbad
are much worked up over the matter
and efforts are being made to keep
this new saloon venture out. A big
last
meeting in the Baptist church
Sunday night developed that the business interests of the town are in line
with the citizens' movement against
The great majority of
the saloons.
the people are opposed to saloons and
in case the state had a local option
law Carlsbad would remain as dry as
a bone as far as liouor is concerned.
But. there are others in trouble. The
little, prosperous town of Loving, a
month ago had a saloon imposed upon
it. But this was only the beginning.
Another license has been granted and
a second saloon will open just as
soon as the building is completed. W.
Cochran ot Malaga coulU not brooK
the competition o' 'he new saloon
in Loving and decided he would en-- ;
ter the Held himself.
A year ag0 there were only three
sa,of)ns m E(Jdv county Hope Lake-- i
anfl Ma,
tfle on, wet
bpi
Lovington, on the
'
'

ing team.
R. E. Hardaway

Rooms With Bath,

MAY AVOID

Carlsbad, N. M., Auf. 1. A year
ago Carlsbad went dry by agreement.
The saloon men were given time to
.viinl up their business and closed
their places of business, most of
them moving away. Hut the liquor
question is again acute. Just south
of town in the Mexican village of San
school and
Jose, with its church,
The residents own their little
p'aza.
places and get water from the Carls- Da(j 1)roject to grow their gardens and
ittle orchards. It ia an orderly com- Bu(. now tuings are likely
mnnity
b. y. Allen has been
tQ cnange
gianted a ijcense to open a Sa!oon. It

used and endorsed by thousands of
nnttioT-onH iio iioo will tirnvo r com-- !
fort and benefit
to any woman in
need of such a
remedy. Mother's
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.

RETAIL

1, 1912.

cHT QARLSBAD HOW GIRLS

r4 vynm

IB

THURSDAY, AUGUST

1

DAYS OF MODERN METH

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- ern homeand why ail tnis ugni r 10
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

'

RANCH.

Formerly Known as Windsor Ranch,

ODS, Electricity

COWLES, N. M. (PECOS RIVER),

UNDER

NEW

MANAGEMENT.

Huntinn, Fishing a place where sportsmen
mav lake their fumihes.
Clean, pleasant
rooms, fine table and service. Games, camp
lires, postoffice and store. Write for booklet.

R1TZHEIMER & MATTY, Props.

POWER

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND

N

EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

The Tailor
or

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the
your
fray,
um cleaner ready
to cool the heatready to cleanse, fan ready
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Estimates and full inforday aui n:ghf
mation cheeer fully given.

JULIUS MURALTER

Will clean, press, repair

IS QUITE SO CONVEN- -

SANTAFEWATER& LIGHT CO.

alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments

at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Cycle NOW
Pope Motor
Horse Power

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,

4

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

specialty.

Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest

j.F.RHOADS
104 Galisteo Street

cities in Europe and America.
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.

101

Washington Avenue.
Phono Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

IS THE TIME to

PASH

BROS.. Agts.,

Santa

Telepfaooe

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE, N. M

Fe.

It will not pay you to waste ycj'
tiem writing out yon legal to:
Subscribe for the Santa Fe Ne
all ol when you can get them already prf..t
Mexican, the paper that boosts
upbuild-loNew Mexicun Print! ijf
the
for
ed at th
works
and
time
the
Company.
of our new Stats.

THURSDAY, AUGUST

1, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

NEW EMPEROR OF
JAPAN WILL ALSO
BE PROGRESSIVE.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
ft!

Policies of Modernization Will Be Outlined at Special Session Parliament
Which Will Be Called Soon.
Tokio, Aug. 1. Mikado Yoshito decided tonight to call an extra session
He desires
to
of parliament soon.
tell his subjects that it is his ambition to continue the modernization of
Japan.
His majesty is much exhausted by
his long vigil at his dying fathers bedside. He was hardly able to get
the elaborate ceremonial
through
which marked his accession to the
throne, but afterward took two or
three hours' rest and then plunged
at once into business of state. The
high officials and military and naval
officers were ready to attend upon the
new ruler, but his majesty was so
weary and overburdened with work
that it was decided io postpone the
granting of audiences; to them until
tomorrow.
The counsel of state is arranging
tonight for a speedy repetition of the
accession ceremonial, publicly and on
a more elaborate scale than today's,
rians for the formal coronation, which
will be at Kyoto within a year, have
not yet been discussed.

PACE THREE

trued.!,
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RANK 1'ILI.H,

years known as
Always Hc!ia:.
SOLD BY CRUfiOISTS EVERYWHERE

U

A

Vf L:

m

A I

V

ADE TO GIVE A DINNER.
Kentland, Ind., Aug. 1. A "political

dinner," which, it is said, will eclipse
it. point of attendance and entertainment that given for President Taft
and republican
candidates in 1I10S,
will be given next fall by George

Everybody Is Trying To Do It
We Are Doing It Right !

This news was contained in a letter from the Indiana humorist to
relatives here today. He says that
after his arrival from Europe he will
wit'h
hold a conference
Theodore

WATCH OUR SMOKE

Roosevelt and members of his family
believe the dinner will be for the
of

!

The hightest temperature yesterday
was 79 at 4:20 p. m. and CI at ":40
i. m. the lowest.
Showers and thunder storms over mountains in afternoon and at night and a sprinkle of
ain in the city in the afternoon.
Forecast ise local showers in no; :li
poition tonight or Friday.

ORIENTAL TOUCH TO THIS MODEL FROM PORET
OF PARIS

Round Trip From

cation first Monda
of each month a'.
'
Masonic - Hall

Santa Fe to Mountainair,

for Big
Bargains in

R LJNNE. Secretary.

CHAS.

,

No. 1, K. T.

-

f Jgf

S

P. m.
W. II. KKNNKDY,

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsel or at Law.
Practice in all the District Court
Santa ve xag9 o: and irives special attention to c.isei
Peifcction No. l, 14tr before the Stale Supreme Cour.
fiexree. Ancient mid Ac Ollice: l.auslilin Eldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
cepted Scottish Rite o!
Free Masonry mve' or
HARRY D. MOULTON,
the third Monday of each moctf
Attorney-at-Law- .
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening i
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Masonic Hall, fouth side of Plasji.
Formerly Special Aent, G. L. O.
Visiting fntisa Rite Masons ar cor- Land Claims and Couti sts a Specialty
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 33.
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
Venerable Mantur
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
HENRY 5 . STEPHENS, 32
.
W. E. GRIFFIN,

100 Pairs of Ladies Oxfords and
Slippers in Black and Tan. All
odds and ends. Values up to $3.00
a pair. While they last
per pairS3S5
gn5gsmia3B.jHiiMMfl

30G pairs Women's Oxfords. All
this season's style in Tan, Gun

ii.

v

6
'
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c-),

Jfi$&
jitMs''"
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No.

Poret's sense of ease, grace and
has been happily combined
in this illustration, lust received from
e
misses dresses
Paris, of a
which is equally pleasing when made
up for the young matron.
It is a distinctly new idea on midThe bodice and skirt a"
dy lines.
made in one. The lines are practically straight without being in any sense
stiff.
The skirt is noticeably wider
than previous fashions.
The striking feature of the costume
is the oriental looking girdle which
is broad enough to encircle the hips
as well as the waist, and serves to
belt in the dress.
buttons are used as
trimming on the broad, low. belt; and
a broad braid adds firmness to the
lower edge of the skirt.
Similar
trimming, but narrower is used on the

o

one-piec-

(2) This is probably due to perspiration. Shake any good powder onto the
feet and between the toes before putting the stockings on in the morning.
Change stockings daily.
Wash the
feet frequently in lukewarm water in
which a tablespoonful of salt has
been mixed.

FRANK T. RLANDY,
Exalted Ruler.

r.

Dear Miss Grey: Please tell me
how to take care of current bushes.
They are trailing all over the ground.
Subscriber.

d

A. Every year or two the older,
weaker branches should be trimmed
out of current bushei. The younger,
vigorous branches will not trail and

sleeves.
bushes properly
The low collar and wide sleeves are erect and trim.
finished without frilling.

AS A WOMAN

cared for should

SUMMER TONIC.
X
Halve your food.
Double your drinking water.
V
V
Treble your consumption
of
Some women seem to think that
pure air.
economy means "pending a dime 10 X
Quadruple your laughter.
X
different times for cheap things instead of buying soroevhlng really good
for a dollar.
FURNITURE POLISH.
A very good furnkure
is
polish
The more a woman has to pardon made up of
equal parts of linseed oil
iA herself the less charity she has and
turpentine.

tor her sisters' faults.

BREAD BOARDS.
Did you ever notice how much easNever wash bread boards in a sink.
to
a
ier it is
put up with man's
Scrub with the grain of the wood, us- if they are not married to
ing a small brush.
him?
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy,
Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
"I consider that Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound has- no equal, and is
Dear Miss Grey: Will middy waists the one cough medicine I can recombe worn long? (2) Can you give me mend as containing no narcotics or
a cure for cracking skin between the other harmful properties."
The gentoes? It causes my feet to be sore uine In a yellow package. For sale
I notice it moBt in warm by all druggists.
ad painful.

CYNTHIA GREYS

it

2.25,

"

"

2.00,

"

"

Taos,

M. A. LJENAU,

-

New Mexico.

-

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,

Secretary.

Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in the District

Santa Fe Carat

13514.

M.

A.
Tuesday each month, bo
W.

imeta second

cial meeting
at
Tuesday
man's Hall.
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIEE. Ci
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

tLlr

Court aa
well as before the Supreme Court o

the State.
Las Cruces,

New Mexico,

-

-

HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO

$1.55
1.75
1.45

SEE OUR WINDOW

Replar,
"

$1.35,

1.15,

ADVfc.i-TISE- 7

FireVisit-.-

nul

F. W. FARMER
Homesterd No.
2879.

Tell your Etory to

Readers 'or

2,000,000

Twelve Dollars.
advertiie-mea- t
We will place your
In 2i leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 ier insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,

Taos, New Mexico.
DR. W.

Fireaian'

Let Him Know It ir you are cut of
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.

--

OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 237 Biack
to 3 P, M.
OFFICE HOURS.
1

L. F. AUJRRAY, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,

It will not pay you to waste your Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
time writing out your legal formt
PHONE 233.
when you can get them already printed it the New Mexican Printing Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 68.
Company

ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9,

Sale Price,

"

10, 11,

12,

1912,

"automobIle-

-

AND

CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS.

.

s

3

FORBUSH MAKE.
Regular, $2.50, Sale Price,

.

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair

$2.75
4ws

THINKS

criEETHAM,

Regular

One lot of $4.50 Oxfords, Black and
Tan. Button, Blucher
4
or Lace. Your choice

S

&

Attorneys-at-Law-

DR. J. A. DIAZ,

200 pairs of Tan, Gun Metal

be

McKEAN

J

$2.00

Sale price

N. M.

UME BROWN,
Dentist.
Hall. H. Foreman
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..;
A. E. P. Robinoc.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Cor. Lee. Fred 1".
a.
Phone
Red
Alarld.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 P. m.
And by Appointment.
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Santa Fe Lodge
Physician and Surgeon.
meets regularly
Office and Residence Washington.
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Ave., next door to Public Library.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Office Hours
ers always welcome.
2 to 4 p. ni. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
No.
holds
its
2M,
Lodge
regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. in.
DON GASPAR
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- RESIDENCE,
.1. A. RAEL, F. M.
AVE
come.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
Phone, 220 Red

One lot of Men's Oxfords.
All
kinds of leathers and styles.
Values up to $4.50.
!
Your choice

and Patent Colt.
$3.50 and $4.00

t.

u

Santa Fe Lodite No.
It regular session oj
th second and lourtl
of caci
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
en are luviteu an:
welcome.

at the

1S77--

weather. Thankful.
A. (1) Middy waists are usually in
good stlye for young girls wnen play
ing tennis or other outdoor
games.
They are especially a summer apparel.

'

Fri-da-

MEN'S OXFORDS
novelty

U.

Practice in the Courts and before
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
h0"1' Santa Fe, N. M., branch Oilice, Estan-cia- ,

Brotherhood
of
American Yei-.- -.
Meets First
of the month

The very latCOLONIALS est thing and
the season's
best styles in Suedes, Tans and Gun
Metal. Regular $4.00.
Your choice,
LpraOO

til

f.

-

Metal, Suedes and Patent Kid.

U

Attorneys-at-Law-

itecretary.

SHfX

SEE

E. C.

jiecorder.

have several hundred pairs of broken lines which are going at

mercial value to us.

ReRula:

attorney and Counselor at Law.
Kooras IMS
Capltil City Uuiik Buiidiiig,

Santa Fe, Nov Mexico
conelilv
fourth Moil
Assistant District Attorney, First
day in each Month &.
Masonic Hk.1) at 7: St Judicial District.

iJJi-

iv.i

EDWARD P. DAVIES,

Santa Fe Comir.andpr-

HI

!

OFF ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Regular $3.50 and
$4 values, frice 4? P

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

ARTHUR SEMGMAX. Secretary.

EEE2SES3

sour

PROFESSIONAL CARD

H. F

HALh PRICE. These are al! this season's styles and worth just as
much to you as if we had a full line. But they have lost their com-

-

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
N'e

lecoai

For Men, Women
and Children.

f

1912.

M.

R. A. M. Regulai
convocation
Monday of rcb moat,
at Masonic Hall a.
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON.

!

Now

13

July 19th to Angust 2nd,

ALAN R. McCORD. V.

!

There is no gas or hot air about it
We do what we advertise

VV'e

J

Lodgi
No. 1. A. V. & A. M
ReKUlar
cmntuun.

1,

AND LOW SHOES

r
Swasa-

Montezuma

A

Sania Fe Chapter

the progressive party.

The dinner probably will be given in
New York.

MABONI- -.

7.30.

Ade.

candidates

tlifi mo

Fraternal Societies

$ .95

"

.75

Boys' Shoes and Oxfords for a Song

FOR OTHER PRICES

ANSWERS

JOHN PFLUEGER

AIRSHIP RACES
NEW

20-MIL-

E

SPEEDWAY

THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD
D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ,
Secretary.
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wheat market took place today because receipts were small. Arrivals
amounted only to 112 cars this morn-- i
Open-- ;
ing against 382 a year ago.
lower to
ing prices were
higher.
September started at 93

GIRL BRUTALLY WHIPPED BY MEN

-'

l--

4

per 12.20 17.50;
Lead 4.67

1, 1912.

Tin 44.9045.17
Amalgamated

127; Atchison 10S1-S- ;
Xew York
Northern 142

Sugar

S4;

Great
Central,

not quoted: Northern Pacific 1261-2- ;
Southern Pacific not
Reading 167

Steel
quoted; Tnion Pacific 1713-4- ;
unchanged
; pfd. 113
off and 72
unchanged to
then rose to 94
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle
The close was steady, with SeptemMo., who had been bothered with
a
net
93
of
at
gain
ber
kidney trouble for two years, says:
shade.
Corn advanced rapidly. September "I tried three different kinds of kidATHLETICS BIG FOUR IN 1911.
(By Elmer E. Bates.)
My
down at ney pills but with no relief.
opened unchanged to
"While Boston is on its second road
L.
R.
Games.
H.
BB. SO. W.
neighbor told zne to use Foley Kidand ascended to 67
60
to 66
2S
8
S.'J
I took three bottles
12G
22G
117
IS
of
trip, the Hub is preparing for the Coombs
A further upturn ensued, shorts cov-- ; ney Pills,
T
world's championship,
7
which every- - Plunk .
19
43"'
140
57
them, and got a permanent cure.
close was firm 1
the
freely,
ering
one there is sure will be between the Bender
4
14
74
40
33
10
recommend
103
to
For
everybody."
net higher for Sept. at 68
. ,i
i
n
"
teams of Stahl and McGraw.
14
60
51
104
311 j
54!
Morgan
""iggisis.
On the theory that oats at a cent a
It is known to baseball men that
ATHLETICS BIG FOUR THIS YEAR
pound had merit, commission houses
Owner McAleer and Slanager Stahl
L.
R.
H.
Games.
BB. SO. AV.
to
were well supplied with orders
TABLE ALL
of the Red Sox are more in fear of Coombs
13
o
63
61
. 19
70
120
,
cereal.
that
September
purchase
Mr. Connie Mack, right now despite Plank
5
22
58
17
67
154
49
LOCAL TRAINS
started a shade to Sc off at 32
13
Boston's lead of 120 points over the Pender
5
7
41
101
58
23
33
to
and climbed
to 32
Athletics
3 10
14
50
of
56
47
than
76
The following are the time table
Washington, Morgan
The figures given for comparison, show the work of the four pitchers
which, has ihung onto Boston's heels
of the local railroads:
made
provision
Bear
speculation
up to about July 23 in each year.
steadfastly for weeks.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
prices weak. First sales ranged from
The reason for this fear is the reLeave
'
with
low
CONNIE MACK, FOX.
last night's vel to 10c
flag falls, and there is plenty of time
sourcefulness of this same Connie
8:10 a. m., to connect With No.
for Boston to drop back and the Ath
September 1S.00 for pork; 10.70 for westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Mack, the shrewdest man in baseball.
to
ribs.
come
hundred
10.57
letics
and
the
for
up,
despite
lard,
The fans realize that Mack has
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
odd points between them.
had but one of his "big four'' to rely
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK,
p. m.
Club
owners,
managers,
players,
Eddie Plank is
upon this season.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 1. Cattle ReLeave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
umpires and scouts say, "it looks like
4500.
the only one of that wonderful quarMarket steady. Beeves connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
ceipts
Boston for the flag." The team has
$4.S5&6-S5tet who has pitched to form. Coombs
:$5.709.85; Texas steers
eastbound.
a good lead and plays a consistent
the "iron man," has been winning on
western steers $5.807.8O; stockers
men
The
are
Stahl
to
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
game.
loyal
cows and
his nerve. Early this season he was
and feeders $4.007.00;
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to conand their playing proves it. The out-- i
heifers $2.7O8.10; calves $6.50iS10.
injured and still feels the effect of the
field is the greatest in baseball, and
with No. 7 westboun 1 and No. 4
nect
Market
hurt. Morgan has been released.
18,000.
Hogs
Receipts
is
inlield
the
eastbound
the
above
7.70
average.
to
shade
Bender well, it requires tact to
hieher. Light
steady
Wood, the pitching star, would
'8.831-2- :
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
mixed
handle the Bender case.
$7.258.30; heavy
on
block
The
the
bring $23,000
today.
Has the great Chippewa taken to
pigs p. m.
f7.10Q8.00; rough $7.107.30;
other pitdhers should win a majority
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to conthe first water trial that led another
$6.7O7.90; bulk of sales $7.50(37.95.
of their games. And if the team wins
Market nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. 8
20,000.
BRUTAL ATTACK.
great red man, Louis Sackalexis, to
Sheep
MISS ESSIE CARTER AND SKETCH OF THE
Receipts
a majority of the remaining games it
Native $3.13 4.80: westbound.
oblivion? Common talk among ball
slow and weak.
means a pennant.
Macon, Ga.,
Aug. 1. "Murdered road the three men lifted her out.
western $3.304.75; yearlings $4.25
players says he has, but common talk
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:30
Boston fans fear the team will not wjtn a buggy whip" may be the final
"Will you leave Dawson?" one man 3.60; lambs native $4.255.55; west-- ! p. m.
also says he is repentent and has ason
"stand up"
the road. Stahl's men verdict in the Essie Carter whinnine asked the weeping girl.
ern $4.40Q 7.70.
sured the
Mack Chat
Passengers for the Belen cut-of-f
have not been as good
"Not until I want to," she replied.
'he 'Will just about break his neck to
case, if the young woman dies and
and Pecos Valley points shouil now
LIVESTOCK.
CITY
KANSAS
as the Athletics, and there is another she is now
:r
"Will you swear never to see
pull the team into the lead.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 &
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 1. Cattle
barely clinging to life.
trip west after the present one is com
Dozier
to
talk
Vogt
igain?"
The charges against Bender apply
It was a Sunday night, July 21. The
Receipts 4,000, including 1500 south- heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
Dieted.
He loves me and
"I can't help it'.
to an outfielder also. This player is
steady to 10c higher. querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2(
has won two world's championship Carter home at Dawson was darken-i- I love him. No, I can't swear that." erns. Market
on the bench, watching a less capable
southern a. m.
$6.259-75steers
Native
edTnree
automobiles
by
stopped
a row and who can steal a lot of
Then the three men rudely tors steers $4.50(g 6.75; southern cows and
man filling his shoes.
D. & h. ,G. Ry.
Several men sprang
chickens in the next two months. the front gate.
from ,lle heifers $2.500' 5.50: native cows and
every stitch of clothing
To the charge that Mack erred, as
Leaves 10:05 e. m. for north.
The lead of Boston can. under no oui and knocked at the door.
and
have so many other managers in not
prostrate girl and while two held heifers $3.75(6 8.75; stockers
Arrive 4:20 P. in. from north
unusual circumstances, disappear in
'We want Essie. they said.
ror another grabbed a u.?gy V il feeders $4.50(S7.S0; bulls $3.75(65.00;
NEW MEXICO CE.4TRAL Ry"
strengthening his pitching staff in A LI. CHICKENS UNDER
two
weeks.
LOCK
to
Carters
The
refused
the
western
$4.80
open
and brought it down upon the quiver- calves $4.50S.7o;
time, Connie would plead guilty. Hi) AND KEY IN THE AMERICAN
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects Trltb,
Yes, it looks like Boston, but don't door, and it was broken in.
Then
cows and 'heifers $3.50f? No. 4
alibi would be that with Coombs, Beneast and 1 south and west.
bet that way. Leaving out Washing- - three men rushed into the house and ing body again and again, taking a f:90; western
LEAGUE.
der, Plank and Morgan, going as
savage delight in the victim's groans 5.00.
toil for like Plevolnnrl tha Qennfni-Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
searched
Market
it
for
founJ
5,000.
their
prey.
They
Hogs
Receipts
ot agony and cries for mercy.
they were last fall, the need of new of the quality he admires men with disappoint when the most is expected
from No. .'I east.
"The man who used the whip was 5c higher. Bulk of sales $7.90(y8.10;
pitchers was not visible.
natural ability willing to learn.
remember that not so very far be- - pretty Essie Carter hiding in her be
butchand dragged her out while sa? V. S. Dozier," says Mary Carter, Es- - heavy $7.S0(fi'7.90; packers and
Connie picked up four youngsters,
There are about 53 games to be hind is the always masterful genius of
FOR SALE A lot or second hand
8.1 5;
screamed for help.
two of whom, Brown and Houck, are played before the American league Cornelius McGillicuddy,
sie's sister, who escaped a like fate ers $7.908.121-2- ; lights $8.00
the fox who;
belting,
00.
hangers, pulleys, ana shaftfl
$b.uu
she
l'igs
Hurlins the eirl into nn antn the im viinnin? from her home when
one
12 horse power end one 22
Market
ing;
3,000.
Sheep
intruders rode away.
In a lonely heard the men breaking in.
STAHL CAN WIN.
steady. Muttons $3.50 4.50; lambs horse power Leffel Engine, :lrst cla?
the game than Irwin and he might
$5,501(7.65; range wethers and year- - condition; one 40 horse power locoBoston, Aug. 1. The remarkably make a successful leader.
motive type boiler capable 01 carrying
fine showing of the Boston Red Sox
.
ngs $3.405.00; range ewes $2.50
in
eye
the
much
hoin
public
FRANK ROSSI KILLED.
a nn
75 pounds of steam, pas?
upon by
with practically the same men that
NATIONAL.
JOE OUT OF IT.
At Sandown Park yesterday week,
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
,
ST. LOUIS METAL.
were under contract to the club last
Cincinnati at New York, cloudy, 4
were
Stakes
being
a
the
when
Frank
of
1.
member
Eclipse
Rossi, long
Although reports p. m.
Chicago, Aug.
St. Louis. Aug. 1. Lead strong 4.60 piping and valves; a f0 gallon gasoseason, has been a big surprise to the
iha Alhnnilrnilo nnlir-fnrno nnd run on which every one's attention
have been received here of Joe
line tank, with other sundry items.
baseball public.
spelter, strong 7.25.
Pittsburg at Boston, rain, 3:15 p. ra
,
,
kmo mnnv r,.ona s,n)n was concentrated, King George rested 4.65;GRAIN
AND PROVISIONS.
great work as shortstop with
While Manager Jake Stahl must be
Any of these items will be sold cheap
St. Louis at Philadelphia, 3:15 p. m. Fe and
and
hands
his
on
face
liked
met
his
a
gazed
violent
all,
by
Chicago, 111., Aug. 1. Wheat, Sept. if taken at once. If interested, ad30
given due credit for the excellent po- the Los Angeles team, it is not likeChicago at Brooklyn, clouding,
were
thankful
as
in
he
death
the
railroad yards at Abijo
though
93
Dec. 951-4- .
sition that the club holds in the rac-- ly that Comiskey will exercise tne op- p. m.
dress the New Meirici'i Printing Comshortly after midnight last night. Ros-- ! for a minute not to be the cynosure
Dec. 57
Corn, Sept. 68
at the present time,
Pat- tion he has on Berger.
pany, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
si had been employed as night walch-- ; of all eyes.
Dec. 34
Oats, Sept. 32
sy Donovan must be remembered lor
AMERICAN.
With "Buck" Weaver fielding and
insomwith
bothered
is
"'The
man
at
months
for
Abajo
king
past.
eight
ill.
the fine work that he got out of the hitting well, and Blackburne to fall
Xew York at Chicago, cloudy
Subscnbe for the Santa Fe New
Rossi met his death while attempt- nia, and it is likely ''e will go to Harteam last season.
Pork, Sept. 17.921-2- .
back on. Comiskey probably will al- m.
Mexican,
the paper 4 hat boosts ell
to crawl beneath a car of o.its rogate next season to take a course
Lard, Sept. 10.70.
Boston at St. Louis, cloud',
of the time and works for the
3:13 ing
As Hugh Bradley broke his leg at low drafting season to roll around
upwhich was standing in the yards in a in the waters."
Ribs, Sept. 10.52
Los Angeles during the spring prac without buying Berger, and take his p. m.
building ct our new State.
of
whole
other
strin
car? The
MONEY AND STOCKS.
Philadelphia at Cleveland, nn name. string
tice. the club was without a regular chances with the others of drafting
AND POPULISM STILL LIVES.
was a part of a freight train whioh
t
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
baseman until late in August, him.
grand circuit races.
New York, Aug. 1. CalL money
Joilet, 111., Aug. 1. The call for the 2
when Bradley returned to the team,
2
Sil- sees more people in one day than you
Washington at Detroit, cloudy, 3:15 was soon to go out.' Rossi w.is exPrime paper 4
to be ver 59
amining the seals upon the car doers Populist national convention
p. m.
and while not in the best shape, the
Mexican dollars 48; Cop- - can see in a month. Try one.
NO VICE BUT GUM.
and as he walked down evidently iieid at St. Louis Tuesday, August 13,
Red Sox commenced winning, scor1.
"And his
Boise,'
Aug.
Idaho,
heard the chief car repairer on Hie was announced today by James H.
ing more victories during the last worst habit is to chew gum."
opposite side of the string. He caUed Ferries, chairman of the national commonth of the season than any other
The Idaho fans were wont to say
to this man to "know if the opposite mit lee.
The call declares that the
American League, club.
NATIONAL.
this of Walter Johnson, the wizard
door of the car of oats was sealed, c'ominant planks of the platform are:
and was told that it was not.
BUTLER IS RETURNED TO NAPS. pitcher of the American league, after
Congress shall issue all money and
IL OF
At Xew York (Is, game) R. II. E,
he had gone from the Gem st.Ue
It is supposed that he started to regulate the value and the volume.
Portland, Ore., Aug. 1. Willis But- "bus"'
New York
5 9
"higber-ups.- "
to
the
Briefly
to
crawl under the cir at thai time
The public lands for actual settlers.
ler, shortstop secured by Portland
Cincinnati
4 i
2 examine the
The government to control the raildoor, for it was under tho
from Toledo, has been turned back to it is one of tlie explanations of tho
Batteries: Wiltse and
Meyers; wheels of this particular car that he roads and those public utilities which
the Cleveland club. Hank Butcher, big fellow's remarkable climb an! is
was found a few minutes later, dead by their nature are monopolies.
the stocky outfielder sent out by a strong argument for the "form play Humphries, Benton and McLean.
The initiative, referendum and rewere spread out
Cleveland a fortnight ago, is having er" in baseball.
Rossi's hands
At Philadelphia
R. H. E. ahead of
Ct .nnrcQ hittintr iha npnein is
Eome trouble over his salary, and may
him, just as they would be call.
..4 7 1 were he crawling.
hnhit anrt nthpr than win- - Philadelphia
not again appear in a local uniform. ,,nf
Protection of labor.
3 10 1
Butler started his major league career nino- crnmoo It orna In .TnhnsnnV rhiv St- Ij0uis
The car was supposedly pushed up
.With the St. Louis Browns.
of taseha'i 'infancv his only reeular L Batteries: Alexander and Killifer; upon him by the switch engine work-- !
WILSON SEES MORGANTHAU.
wo hoar Salee an(i WiDgO.
cHl!
Sea Girt, N. J., Aug. 1. Governor
ing in that section suddenly striking
COBB HAS A SAFE LEAD.
of the California youth doing things
which he was crawl-- j Wilson had a short conference today
the
under
string
At Boston
R. H. E.
'Appended are the unofficial batting on the diamond that none save a man
This engine, with a heavy cut with Willard Salisbury, national como 3 1 ing.
averages of the four leaders in the in perfect condition could accom Boston
of cars struck the standing string just mitteeman from Delaware, concerno
4
i
American league. The figures here plish, and it is no secret that mingling Pittsburg
than two or ing the work confronting "the cam-natfA.ino. T1
j irl: "o Hend- - a few minutes, not more
show Cobb with a comfortable lead ...... tlm nnva
nnt
ntiQTiirori
.
u
v.....ov- ,- Inhnonn
three, after Rossi had been talking paign committee.
Ja
P.ihcAn
over his nearest competitor, Speaker, a uii.
with the repair man.
Henry Morganthau, of New York,
r.guusiu uevm win gei m.u.
who has .395. Joe Jackson, the Clevewho is spoken of in connection with
ADD WALL STREET
is another achieveWalter
Johnson
At
R.
H.
E.
Brooklyn.
land slugger, who for a time gave the ment
Best the chairmanship, called on the gov- The market closed strong.
of the great west, where we do Brooklyn
3 s 1
Tiger marvel a fight for the lead, is more than exist
ESSION
be held
in
were
made
the ernor today.
of
the
we live. What if the Chicago
prices
day
9 14
2
safely installed in third place with a "phenora" was overlooked around Los
announcement
of
hour
last
following
Yinirline.
Batteries:
nnH
Harbor
of
percentage of .367, and Frank Baker Angeles his own
the regular stock dividend on St.
"diggings?" He riiw F.nvin- - c.aiwi,
of the Athletics trails the Nap star
and Steel
Paul. That stock rose 1
Idaho and that's some Comer.
in
Fe.
on
developed
with a count of .346.
sold at its best price In several weeks.
state, too, for developing, also for
G. A.B.
R. H. Pet.
Louisville and Nashville and North- ;
It
that have their growth.
AMERICAN.
WALL STREET.
Cobb.. ..... ..S3 347 7S 147 .423 things
western gained 3, and other stocks
was there that Mr. Success brought
At Chicago.
of
R. H. E. were
New York, Aug. 1. Some very
Speaker .. ..92 363 84 144 .395 out his ladder for Walter Johnson to Chicago
up 1 to 2 points over yester- substantial
2 S 2
gains were recorded in the
Jackson .. ..93 355 72 130 .367 climb.
day.
of
10
or
not
of the
It was
New York
110 2
early dealings on the stock exchange
Baker
.92 353 75 122 .34G
It was of the extenvarfety.
Batteries: White and Block;
to
Canadian
Pacific
added
its
today.
Fe
BANK MANAGER DISAPPEARS;
sion sort, and it did not take long for
and Williams.
new high record with an advance of
STRUCK OUT SIXTEEN MEN,
$50,000 IRREGULARITY FOUND.
the California lad to extend it to tho
four points. Biscuit over 2, American
A
Minneapolis,
Kas., Aug. 1. The limit.
LASHED A RAY COUNTY NEGRO.
Tobacco 3 and 1 point advances in a
1
of
game of July 28
number of active issues.
Mo., Aug. 1. A party of
Rayville,
Fifth-ThirNationof
the
department
was transferred to Ellsworth on acwas
in
volume
nome
or
than
emeieu
uie
Trading
ai
larger
last
after
bank, disappeared
night,
of
count of no Sunday ball playing beins; Qtr
George Johnson, a negro farmer, four irreeularitie to the extent of $50 000 recently, with practically no declines.
OflJXlJlJX KJ KJT 1
allowed in Lyons. Minneapolis won
miles southwest of Rayville. Wed had been discovered in his accounts.
Profit taking sales kept the leading
d Ios
The
3 to 1.
Reynolds, the big pitcher of
nesday night and xith guns pointed Johnson is a
of Vice Presi- stocks from rising above the opening
Minneapolis struck out sixteen men,
at Johnson demanded he come out dent Brown of the First National levels, but some of the inactive is--1
of
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
establishing a new league record. '
sues made good gains.
into the yard. He refused and was bank.
Won
Lost
Pet.
strike-outs
of
excade los
the
came in the
Eight
tied with a rope and dragged to the
Washington, D. C, Aug. 1. Pro--;
Johnson is said to have been posNew York
24
67
.736
last three innings.
To-:
advances
the
by
Atchison,
of
34
57
Cliff
.620 county road several hundred yards sessed of a desire to have an ideal posed
of the
The race in the C. K. L. for the pen-lia- Chicago
a peka and Santa F railway
37
52
.584 away, where he was bound to a tele- home, and to this end purchased
Pittsburg
is the closest wer known. The
and Beverly beaten with large farm in Milford1. He is married freight rates on coal from the Walsen- be
accommo43
48
.527 phone pole
berg districts in Colorado to destlna-four leading teams are all closely Philadelphia
switches about the limbs and and has a two year old son.
Cincinnati
49
45
.479 heavy
The bank learned of the trouble tions in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
body.
lunched, any one of the four having St. Louis
41
55
.427
several
a chance. The season closes August
days ago, wlien a clerk, find- were suspended by the interstate;
was
Johnson
unconscious
after the
59
35
.372
Brooklyn
a mistake in the Item list, asked commerce commission today from Au-- j
8.
ing
Boston
66
25
.275
12 to February 12.
DUFFY TO PILOT 1913 BREWERS.
twenty end thirty
lashes with the Johnson about it and received an un- gust
Brisk buying of the Hill stocks
whips and that there were ten or satisfactory reply. He took the matMilwaukee,
Aug. 1. Mrs. Agnes
ter to the cashier and the affair was started the general market upwards
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
twelve men.
Havener, owner of the Milwaukee
They told him he was
Pct-- accused
Won
being sifted out when Johnson left. again but the demand waned after
Lost
of stealing
base ball club, American Association,
turkeys from Johnson's
i
young wife has returned to tne list had returned to about the
68
30
.693 the neighbors along the road.
this afternoon issued a statement say- Boston
The the home of
best figures of the forenoon.
her father.
37
60
619 negro was unable
. ,
Washington.
made
had
been
of
ing arrangements
one-fif- th
tj recognize any
Stocks displayed a strong tendencv
One
42
55
.567 his assailants.
retaining Hugh McDuffy as manager Philadelphia
1
THE TROUBLES OF A KING.
today. Business was far in excess of
46
.511
48fc
Chicago
PCDTinniTr: di im
Dmimn
of the team for 1913. The announceLiverpool. Aug. 1. The Daily Post recent periods, trading in the first
48
50
nuunu
un
.490 A MAYOR'S
uliiiii iuniL
imr
ment renewed the rumor that Duffy 'Detroit
VETO
TOO VIOLENT, is responsible for the fol'r
hour approximating 200,000 shares.
52
.ing:
.464
,.43
has taken over a financial interest in 'Cleveland
Pittsburg, Kas., Aug. 1. Mayor
"The person who rea. , needs a As a demonstration of bullish con-- 1
ALL POINTS IN THE STATE
61
31
,337 Evan
the club and set at rest gossip that New York
Morgan of Arma, who vetoed rest cure, is the king. He is quite fldence the movement was the most
CG
St.
Louis..
.
;.303
;..29
he would resign.
sidewalk building in his city byNle- - exhausted with the continual strain pronounced this summer. Ga'jn of a
TO
stroying a large block of concrete,
or better were made by all im- point
1RWIN POSSIBLE MANAGER.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
must stand trial. He was bound over
portant active issues, while Canadiau
Arthur Irwin was discovered before
yesterday to district court after a
Pacific added four points to its record
Won Lost
TO AUG. 1
the game in close conference with
TICKETS ON SALE JULY
U imerestec and should know
liminary hearing in a Justice court at
price of the previous day and Am- snout the wondrrfnl
President Ebbits in the latter's private Denver
57
45
.559 Arma.
He gave bond.
The offense
Tobacco
as
erican
the
latter,
much,
MARVEL Whirling Spray
office at Washington Park. The con-- ; St. Joseph
STATE.
56
45
.554 is a felony.
The city council is
THROUGHOUT
new vaginal byhnge.
however, receding materially before
Ecst most convenient. It
fab gare rise to a xumor that the vet- - Omaha
55
47
.539
the mayor's resignation.
noon. St. Paul's strength was nccep- 1912.
Limit
Return
cleanses
5th,
Sept.
instantly.
eran would possibly manage the Su- - Des Moines
52
47
.525
ted as an intimation of an unchanged
Ask your druggist for it
48
51
All legal blanks prepared according
.51.7
perbas next year, but he said he was Sioux City
If he cannot cudciv
dividend.
other?'
no
MARVEL,
accept
49
53
.480 to the Statutes of New Mexico, new out send
H. S. LUTZ,
only over to see the game', which was Wichita
Bonds were steady.
Fe, N. M.
for Illustrated
stamp
his first at Brooklyn this season. Very Lincoln., .. .. ,. ..45
55
.450 State form, for sale by the Nonr book sealed. It gives full particu
CHICAGO GRAIN.
lars and directions loralusbleto ladles.
3C
63
fey. baseball men know more about, Topeka.. .. ,
,364 Mexican Printing (Company.
MWUC0.,44aH23d$trett,M- - IwhT
Chicago, Aug. 1. Hardening of the
i
to 93
93
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GRUMBLING OF MACK'S BIG FOUR MEANS

PENNANT IN BOSTON.
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SUMMER SESSION
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at the historic

will

the Governors in Santa
Euro
Illustrated lectures
pean and American Archaeology and Art
and on the Evolution Man. Excursions
and walking trips to points
interest in
which the region about Santa
abounds.
Excursions to the Indian Dances at the
Pueblos
Santo Domingo and 5anta
Clara. Visits to the ruins
Puye, Pecos
and the Rito
last two
Frijoies.
weeks
the session will be spent in camp
at the Rito
Frijoies, where the
the
Ancient
vation
Dwelling ruins
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round trip, which will take about ten
days. John Ervien, who lias develop&
i liauffeur,
ed into an accomplished
will handle the wheel.
The Xew Mexican management deSolomon Luna, republican national
sires to make a request of the friends committeeman, arrived in Santa Fe
anil patrons of the paper to send in al! today and is a guest u the Hergere
personal items that, may come to residence.
He will re:iiain here lor
their attention or any items of local several days.
.
interest. We desire to make our lo
car page as full as possible, but to do MADERO WANTS TO KNOW
so wo need the
of all our
IF AMERICANS WERE
friends. Please lend assistance as far
Your Patronage Solicited
HANGED IN MEXICO.
as possible.
He Has Ordered a Thorough InvestiJ. A. Julian is clown from Espaiio'a
gation Into Charge That Two ForH. F STEPHENS, Cashier,
. B. LAUGHLIN, President
on a business trip.
Wer Executed By His
eigners
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
Mrs. C. Chase of Tilton, Illinois, is
a tourist in the city today.
R. I.. Hicks of Kspanola is down
Mexico City, Aug. 1. A thorough
for a few days business visit.
"by the Mexican minister
investigation
Among the visitors in the city to- of the
Jesus Flores Magon,
interior,
day is Nellie V. Mii-- k of Baltimore
of the hangingof two men, first reI90J
M.
Established 1856
Carver
Santa
of
Mrs.
Laura
Incorporated
ported to be Americans, near Canan-ea- ,
Monica, Cal.,'is a visitor in Santa Fo
lias been ordered by President
today.
Madero.
Mrs. O. Council of Chicago, i touvhi
The occurrence was reported to the
enroute to the coast, is a San'a Fe
by the governor of Sonora.
president
visitor.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. I. Scores of
A. B. McGaffey of the Santa Barb:.ri
have been sent to WashingTie and Pole company is a Snta Fe .messages
ton from El Paso and other border
visitor today.
towns, appealing to the 1'nited States
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
A. Ft. Case and Mrs. Case and their to
take immediate steps which will
Child of Copperhil!, Tenn., are visitors secure
in
protection for Americans
in Santa Fe.
Mexico.
M".
of
Edward
Bernardenelli
O. P. Brown, one of the
Mormon
New Mexico, is a visitor here bishops, in a note to a local paper, detoday on business.
claring that tile "time has conic for
The Misses Thomas of Kansas City the American people to act, if the
are in Santa Fe for a brief visit. They Mexican government is unable
and
are enroute to the coast.
the 1'nited States is unwilling to proof tect its people in a foreign land."
O. .1. Price and H. K. Marsh
Los Angeles. Cal., Aug. 1. Josin
Lansing. Michigan, are among tile
tourists in the city today.
Smith,
president of the Momma
Misses Nellie and Ada 3h?ever o! church, sent messages to t;ie
New York City are Santa Fe visitors
in the state of Cliihuah i.i, MexSILK PARASOLS in the very nobbiest patterns, all going
today enroute to the coast.
ico, advising them lo leave the counHilario Delgado of Chapulpetic, try, until the insurrection is quelled.
at Ys off. This is the time for the wise buyer to inMexico a refugee as a result oE the
vest, for investments they are.
MISS ANNE MORGAN BEGINS
revolution, is in Santa Fe.
Dr. .1. A. MaaSie returned last eve- RELIGIOUS WORK IN PARIS.
SEE THE PRETTY PARASOLS in the window. It gives
he has been
from
the
where
east,
tring
you an idea of the values.
the past .three months studying in his Preaching of American Millionaire's
profession.
Keeps Many Persons
WE ARE RUNNING A BIO REDUCTION on all Summer
Daughter
has been
L. C. Collins
Away From Gay Places of French
Judge
to
save
Lines, giving opportunities
Big Money.
pointed referee and special master to
Capital.
take evidence in the New Mexico fore- closure suits.
Paris, Aug. 1. Miss Anne Morgan,
Ricardo Valencia and Ramon Quin-tan- daughter of .1. Pierpont .Morgan, has
of Pe)S, N. M., arrived in the suspended her artistic receptions and
city yesterday on business before the has retired, so to speak, in order to
V. S. land office.
open a campaign of Christianity at
Ray Henderson ind wife of W'acJ, Montniartre.
Last Sunday evening she delivered
Phone 36.
P. O. Box, 219.
Ml Texas, are enjoying the wonderful
the opening sermon of her mission,
Santa Fe climate.
the
Howell Ernest, L. B. Woofers. W. L. under the auspices
Miami
Young "Women's Christian
Kegel, left this morning for Las Ve
gas, on matters connected witn tne Association.
"Where Miss Morgan preached
is
traveling auditor's department.
within a stone's throw of tfc
Rat
D. C. Collier of San Diego, is exMort, the Moulin Rouge, the abbave,
pected in Santa Fe this evening. and the
as
optical illusion, known
after-neoFrank Owen goes to Rowe this
It is not
heaven, hell, and purgatory.
by auto to meet the colonel.
to
Amado Chaves, former assistant su- positively stated that she means
convert the habitues of these places
X-- 7
V
V
of
instruction
public
perintendent
from the error of their ways, b)it it is
and well known attorney of Albu- known she draws people away from
queniue, is here on a brief business them.

PERSONALS

TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

Great Bargains

CAPITAL 850,000 00

Does a General Banking

m

Summer

Tor-reo-

35, 40 and 50 cent
values for

the balance of this month

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

BIG HORSE
A big horse, with harness on ami a
single tree trailing at his heels ran
amuck this afternoon near the Palace
hotel. The animal bolted across a lot
in the rear of the Palace hotel kicking every jump at the single tree. A
number of people
to
congregated
watcn the frightened animal but so
fiercely was he kicking that no one
would approach
him. The animal
ran, bucking and kicking into a fence
near the court house. He quickly reduced the fence to a wreck and was
thrown several times in doing it. The
animal then ran through
the wire
fence about the pasture east of the
court house and bucked and kicked
for fifteen minutes, when it stopped
exhausted.
The horse was terribly
cut from running through the fences.
A member of the police force finally
captured the animal.
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Phone, Red 189.
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119San Francisco St.,
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MULLIGAN & RISING,
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Next

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
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to Postoff ice.

Why Wait?

H.

I

FIRST-CLAS-

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

!

THEODORE CORRICK.Prop't

Ptiow Black

HUE

Walsenbnrg, Colo., Aug. 1. Wedged
tightly in a small tunnel of a Silver
mountain mine, through
which she
and
tried to follow her husband
a
brother, Mrs.. A. A. Clampsky,
wealthy New York woman, could not
move for sixteen hours and kept the
two men prisoners in the hole into
of her.
which they had crawled
The husband and brother were forced to work with their bare hands on
the rock walls to release her.
This they were only able to do after
Mrs. Clampsky had been kept tight
in the position in
which site was
caught from about X o'clock ia the
She;
morning until almost midnight.
fainted three times.
The party went to the mine, an tin-- ;
worked one, with the intention of in- Mr5.
vestigating it for investment.
Clampsky has decided not to invest.
All refused to discuss their experience
and to give their names.
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"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcast ever made.
Roomy, convenient attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages atd possi- bili ties. Ci 11, write or phoof
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Nomination on Republican Ticket Appears to be in Hands of Hains, But
Half Precincts in State A.--s Still to
Be Heard From.

ders for preserving. Now they are
at their,

Lowest and Best

HONDURAN REVOLUTION
CAUSl " ELECTRIC WIRES
TO .i CUT BY GENERAL.

for Governor
can ticket at

the time
or-

Thus Far, Details Received at

We can take care
of your business.
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GO.
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Easy to Open, Easy to Close.

Mill I UU 11L,1IL,U

'1

AT LOW PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS
THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

FIRE

INSURANCE

YOU

Can

FIRE

Afford to Overlook This?
One mile from Plaza, of
which four or five acres
are in alfalfa. All under
No Buildings.
PRICE $1,800.00

THIRTY ACRE TRACT

M

H.

S.

KMI

i

Wash-

ington, Show Nothing More Alarming Than Interrupted Telephone
Service.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 1. Details
are be- of the Xicaraguan revolution

H

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality,

by American

1

IN

faUCH IN DOUBT.

Boise, Idaho, Aug. 1. The nominee
of Idaho of the republiTuesy's primary still
John M. Hains of Boise,
is in doubt.
has a lead of 500 over Paul Clagstone
in the returns received, but half the
precincts in the state are yet to be
heard from.
Possibly a, second choice vote may
decide the contest in which event
Clagstone will have the advantage.

V

CO.

.Local Agents for

Y

I

MISSING GIRL ON THE OCEAN.

tion. Jos. E. Howard.
"Zeona,'' Waltzes -- Win. Am- old.
San Francisco,
Calif., Aug. 1.
"L-Bella Mexicana,"
George .V Rolph, secretary of the Cal-- !
Hawaiian Sugar Company at V nade. Otto I.angey.
"That Raggedy Rag," Two
Crockett, California, testified today in
X
the hearing of the government's suit
Step. S. R. Henry.
"Yon Can't Expect
Kisses
against the American Sugar Refining
From Me," March. Lewis and
Company, that the Western Sugar
X
Monaco.
Refining Company, had forced the acceptance of the lease by which the
BARTOLO RAMIREZ,
S
Crockett plant was kept closed for $
Director.
three years. Rolph said price cutting
by the Western company, left the
Crockett company no alternative.
GOVERNORSHIP

9.

,NEW MEXI0AU MINTING

GOODS

TiiE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
The Best Fruit Jar in the Market.

AT COST

Sere-iforni-

jfc

to place your

lj

CO.

RED
OR
BLACK
Now is

I

5

RASPBERRIES

Buggies and Saddle Horses.
t;s

DRY

the

one-ha- lf

fence and tillable land.
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE.

JOSEPH B. HAY WARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

LIABILITY

SWEET PEAS
JAMES C. McCONVERY,
::::

Phone. W 204.

415 Palace Avenue

SILVERWARE AND JEWELRY.

I

Large assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
STERLING SILVER.
Special and Staple Patterns of High tirade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

CHINA, WATCHES, CLOCKS.

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.

if

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable Jeweler

San Francisco

Street

-

HACK SERVICE

S

For Hire at Popular Prices

iji

Returns

e

on Its Property.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

NEW MEXICO.

ick

SELIli

ADOLF

-

Dispensing Optician,
Work-Qu-

are on sale for one week only at
regular price.

Stuy-vesa-

TAUPERT,
Accurate

CHILDREN'S. KISSES'. LADIES'. BOYS' UNO MEN'S

MINE.

Wireless Message From Minnehaha
trip.
Says Miss Snodgrass is Aboard That
Judge Gaylord of Lafayette, Ind., STUYVESANT FISH FAMILY
Vessel.
and Page B. Otero and son left this
DECIDES TO QUIT NEWPORT.
morning for $ month's camping and
New York, Aug. 1. Miss Dorcas T.
in
tlhe
on
river
Conejos
fishing trip
Society Leader Says She Has Had Qnril vtvi
iha trained lim'o U'lln
Colorado.
Enough of Fashionable Resort Old
disappeared', from Mount Vernon, July
Mrs. E. .1. McLean left last evening
Faces Missing, Her Explanation
whom a countrywide
17, and for
Mrs. Mcfor her home in Denver.
search has since been made, is aboard
Lean, who is a sister of Mrs. Palen
Newport, R. I., Aug. 1. Mrs.
which sailthe
was in Santa Fe attending tlhe funeral
Pish today in a speech at the ed steamship Minnehaha,
from New York this morning for
of Mrs. Moulton.
Casino declared that she and her husSouthampton, according to a wireless1
Mrs. R. L. Baca and two daught!"?, band are through with Newport.
received late today.
Anita and Ramona, left for th.Mr
"1 want to tell you all, dear friends, message
The message purported to have been
after a sis that I'm not fascinated with Newport
home in Albuquerque
Their any more," she said. "Mr. Fish and sent by a Mrs. Camilia Rosenbaum.
months' stay in this city.
was transmitted to
The
ft many friends
regret to see them leave. myself will leave on August IT, and Mrs. information
J. L. Crider, sister of the missto
Europe. You see, it is this
Benjamin L. Martinez will leave may go
girl, in Mount Vernon, who saif!
some time next week for Tierra Ama- - way, with us: There are the same old ing
she did not know any woman named
rilla where he has been appointed luncheons, the same old dinners, the Rosenbaum, but she immediately sent
deputy treasurer of Rio Arriba coun- same old dances, but. I can't say the a message to the captain of the Minty by County Treasurer Venceslao same old faces, though."
nehaha asking positive information of
There was no hand clapping. Her the
Jaramillo.
presence of her sister on his ves-de-i
. Mrs Karl Green and Mr. and Mrs. auditors urged her to change her
sel. No reply has been received.
David Scheele return this evening cision and remain the rest of the
from a trip to the grand canyon. Mr. season. The recognized social leader
and Mrs. Scheele will visit here for a was obdurate, Mr. Fish approved his
BAND PROGRAM
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Green, wife's verdict.
August 1.
before returning to their home in
Triumphal,"
"Neddermeyer
BY
CUTTING
PRICE
X
Washington, D. C.
March. K. L. King.
SUGAR
TRUST
KEPT
Ma- Land Commissioner Ecvien left this
Concert
Rose
"The
Queen"
OTHER PLANT CLOSED.
zurka. W. H. Kiefer.
morning by automobile for Roswell on
official business, being accompanied
"The Sky Pilot" Overture. A.
N. Rolph on Witness Stand,
George
by T. P. Gable, who will make the
Asserts That Hawaiian
Concern x " Jjal" ensSelection from 'The Girl Ques- Could Not Help Accepting Lease v

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

E. LAS VEGAS,

A

Low Cot S hoes

1

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

IN

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

Investor in Colorado Held
Prisoner for Sixteen Hours and
Faints Three Times.

Would-b-

TO LOAN

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a
GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See
us before closing a deal elsewhere.

WEDGED

all Piece Goods and Ladies' Suits,

of

JULIUS H. GERDES

RUNS oHNUeK

WOMAN

N

This "line consists
Coats and Dresses.

125 Palace Ave.

Mm-mon- s

r

A

MILLINERY

Business;,

Clean Up Sale

IMPORTANT SALE begins
Monday, lasting the entire
week on all this Season's Sum
mer Goods.

IN- -

Minister

WIetval.

AT TESUQIjE, FORMER

and WELT
FOR SALE STROBER
MER RANCHES COM
BINED.

fenced.
trees, small fruits.
owing to poor health.
One-ha- lf

INSURANCE

Sixty acres-we- ll
under ditch. 600 fruit
Present owner must sell
Inquire of

LEONARD,

City Property and Loans.
Fire,

w

Tpj IJ04 J

Life, Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE

READ'S:
0 STRATED

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards,
Land Grants, Etc

Surety

Bonds

HISTORY

OF

i

it

W
m

11
., H((m - .

der yesterdays date, the report says! ivivpiiunw
General Mena, recently minister ofj
LALullLlN BULUI.MJ,
war and displaced by President Diaz,
left the capital Monday night after
SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO.
cutting the electric wires.

THE HISTORY
A

AA

lPIU.VU

SPECIAL PRICES TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS,

All Kinds.
KM

II

accurate and best written historv of the State, giving the deof
the struggles and danger of the early Spanish settlers up to the
tails
present era. It is the history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
is in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in ilarge T A
The most

readable type

Of

NEW

oTeDICATIOYiN

ETC.

NEW MEXICO

ton-othe Important Purl that Education Meant to the Settlement
pham- andKrowthof Our State, liy Mr. Head, In a
let, something that should be in every home in the State. Price,

Concise Hi

f

paper-boun-

Leave your orders

author,

pnj.c

New Mexican office, or address the
BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.

at the

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

VAGE SIX

SAXTJI FE NEW MEXICAN
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTI NG COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
.
NEW MEXI CAN REVIEW.
Political and Industrial News. Goes to Every
jaxes Specialty of Mining,
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
tsrger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States, $2.50
a Year.
President
6R0NS0N CUTTING
Editor
J. WIGHT GIDDINGS
Associate Editor
WILLIAM F. BROGAN
General Manager
CHARLES M. STAUFFER

Entered as Second Clas3 Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

Weekly, per year

2.00 Weekly, six months
50
Weekly, per quarter

1, 1912.

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.
FIRST

r- -

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

j

Valley Ranch Activities.
N. M.,
Aug. 1.
Valley Ranch.
Among the new arrivals yesterday at
Valley Ranch were Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. Lee, who have been spending a
1.00
short time in Las Vegas their home,
however, being in Texas,
A horseback party under the super-- ;
vision of Mrs. Miller, visited the Cor-- ;
ona, stopping at the Arnold ranch on

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
.$1.25
?5.00Dai'y, per quarter, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail
J2.50Daily, per quarter, by carrier .$1.50
Daily, six months, by mail

THURSDAY, AUGUST

i

Ihe south you look down over Cow
Creek, Bull Creek, and its many small

The Corona is con- - ;
"way up.
sidered by some the most beautiful
scenic point on the upper Pecos, from
which you have the
peaks of Santa Fe and Pecos Ba'dy
to the north, the silvery Pecos winding its way down the Pecos valley between the most majestic of mountains,
ot, the east Klk mountain and all that
beautiful section of country, and to

the

J

snow-cappe-

tributaries.
One of the young ladies in the
party, who had spep- a summer in
Park a summer in the Alps and
had taken a trip around the Canadian
stated that the view from
Rockies,
the Corona was the grandest she had
ever seen.
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Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
ng

money-transmitti-

OFFICERS.

CONSERVATION OF DIGNITV.

aside from the fact that some rubbish take the tumbles in that particular
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
When the Boston
was incinerated this morning the ar- line of endeavor.
FR
about
less
women
know
between
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
mayor says
tistic appearance of the lot
use the postofflce and the Catron block flying than men, he might better qualify that remark, because about some
remains undisturbed.
However, about town an improve- (lying they know a heap sight more.
ON
too ment is noticed, in clearing of the
Well, tilings are just get tin
o
NOT HIS BUSINESS.
weeds along the streets and some
trivial for any use, these days.
It seems to the Bystander as if Rev.
have been cut, on the lot in front ot
aaaotKsa
re-- j
Huffer of Denver, was going quite a
They are going to pass a bill over the Palace hotel. The Bystander
he
when
in
of
business
own
much
out
this
Ain't
his
improvement,
Mr. Taft's veto in the senate.
ways
joices
anyway, and hopes that it may con-- , attempted to tell Miss Helen Gould
it scandalous, Willyum?
jtinue. The school authorities de- what she ought to do about marrying,
serve much praise for their prompt jf there is anything in this world that
So far ns we have been able
learn, nothing very sweet, has turned ind efficient cleaning and who can js pureiv personal matter, it is mat- say that it has not been worth while rimony; and if there is anything in
up in that sugar inquiry thus far.
and has not added very greatly to j the world that is not a third par'v's
It has rained so much in Tleniiiig the appearance of the city. Flowers,; business, it is that same important
lately that Roy Bedichek is getting we all love to see, and now and then affair.
Perhaps Helen Gould knows
as Mr TTnffpr wliat. she wants
ready to start a frog farm and sell there are weeds mat nave Ptettj
S. A. AKINS,
Proprietor.
.
.
blossoms, but we can all forego tiae.
frog legs.
' cll. is ,inin.
'
.
.
weed flowers and take chances that!
,
a ghe
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
lie has public duty to perform, is to early and often convince bis advertisOver in the dry farming sections,, the cultivated ones will fill our wants.married,
Anyway,
ing pat: ons that it is to their interest that he stand by the reader every time. tile n esters are getting ready to buy it is a (piesuou
tue iiimit'nsrt ui
were her own individLEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
So close is t lie print papeimakeis' combination that, it is doubtful wheth- motor boats for plowing unless it hay fever, or whatever some of our it looks as if it
Rev.
ual and personal business.
er much advantage results to the American publisher whatever the tariff quits raining.
people are being afflicted with is not. Huffer became so excited about. Miss
lelatior.s in respect of Canadian pulp and paper, but the open tariff door at
due to the presence of the weeds- and
Gould remaining single that he sailed
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
least has a moral effect. It. at least offers opportunity for beginners to go
The senate has a resolution warning their blossoms. Anyway, from whatin and buck the liveliest, most sanctimonious cinch ever dreamed of. And oilier nations that the Monroe doc- ever standpoint we see it, it is a into the whole bachelor maid question
all be
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
in a coullict between moral ettect sum I aits Gigiuty, were not lor tne trine still goes. Yep, and the old lag grateful thing to witness the passing and declared that they should
in some out of
island
an
on
iso'ated
of the weeds.
morality.
still waves, by heck.
the way point in tHe world, "so they
0
could not hinder the progress of
AS
GOOD.
FLY
CAN'T
Honduras has another revolution.
BACK TO BARBARISM. !
Of course, such talk
civilization."
the
are
The
that
newspapers
saying
And here we sit without even having
A party of men headed by the fleik of the superior court at Dawson, Ga
for
mayor of Boston says that women is all silly rot and not intended
or
revolutions
six
last
Rooms en
heard
the
that
carried a young white girl to the woods in an automobile, stripped' her and
but advertising, but in its
anything
men.
about
less
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over!
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there
no
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for
at
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a
with
until
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for
some
other;
death,
point
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whip
ground
Long
There does not seem to be anything broad sense there is
reason than that she would not take an oath that she would never again
The
the
future.
about
r
in
speculation
hut
that
remark,
cold
rooms.
The funeral exercises for the late specially sapient
i
sou of one of the scoundrels.
see the
will as far as the art of flying may have government of Australia has become
It seems incredibie in this age t'aat such infernal atrocities can be com-- ' 'renubliean party in New Mexico
suicide
over
race
the
!).
The reference to the aeroplane it may be wrought up
We are accustomed to look be held in Santa Fe August
mitted and the perpetrators go unpunished.
will officiate. that women know less about flying proposition and is offering a bonus
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
back to the etas gone by for inhumanity and brutality, and we are wont to Old Guard's committee
because fewer of them are doing it. of twenty five dollars for every child
hold up our hands in horror as we read of the tyranny of sovereigns in their
of
in
the
confines
womOf
3EIS3ESB
course
we
born
all
know
when
the
that
territory.
The secretary of Hie chamber of
torture cf their subjects. Then now and again there comes to light sonic
en do fly they can soar so far beyond Twenty five dol'ars is not much comto
advises
commerce
going
everyone
such infernal act as that above related and. we realize that what we call
men that there is nothing to it. They pensation if viewed from that stand- san
our civilization is but a poor veneer and that the brute instinct is a strong the green corn dance to "take along
have the advantage to begin with, as point, nor much of a prize if regarded ESS
HarWe cannot help feeling that justice plenty of water.'' Nothing else,
element, in the human const ruction.
it. is generally
but.
admitted
that
of
view
from
the
giving,
they
premium
lias been dune when some human brute has been taken out and lynched for ris?
start life with embryo wings, and are it may have its effect.
However, I
outraging womanhood and no sympathy is felt for him. There is not a man
as
in
not know why the whole assault
the
do
generally
angel
regarded
haven't
We
What's
happened?
living, who has any decency or chivalry or red blood in him, who would heard of
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
any more Taft votes being class, you know. These angel's wings should be made on the bachelor maids
not defend and light for a good woman, and when a body of hellish fiends
still are sometimes clipped, sometimes they when the bachelor boys are not with- list
The
recently.
appointed
so
a
reason
was
as
woman
for
in
done
Georgia,
masking as men, attack a
the remain, and sometimes they are used out blame in this mattqr. Custom has
stands at seventeen,
counting
petty, one feels that no punishment too severe can be meted out to the ofjust to soar with not in the angelic decreed that the girl must be asked
Hon.
Sec.
fenders. One wonders if the time will ever come when the strain in humanity,
realms, but up into atmosphere where first, and though it is a foolish custom
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
which is worse than that in the brute, will ever fade out. It is not revenge
whites are looking things move swift and it is the gay we seem to be bound by it.
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brute
kind,
incites
that
protection
cruelty
life.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
for one lone negro down in Texas.
Of course, not being asked, is not
or hunger, but that spirit when controlling man is pure unadulterated
The ability to fly high is general1'
Central Location.
And we opine that the said negro is
the cause of the singleness of Helen
conceded to woman, when she really
fairly well occupied in just doing
o
life.
been
Gou'd's
She
has
asked,
starts out for an aerial sail and she
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
uothing but keeping out of sight.
don't need an air ship to make the begged, besought( hut evidently that
- - to
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failed
show
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up,
"right
Poor man
There is no question whatever that the allegiance to a party name is; Governor Marshall, democratic vice trip. but he Jiasmaynottry and keep the and there is ground for suspicion that
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condition
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present
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'arranged
querque on Monday, where there was a large attendance of young
However. I do think that it is
ence in just what realm the flight is them.
have thrown aside the old notion that they must vote as their fathers did, J $5,000. What does he tihinjc this is?
own business and that Mr.
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of
whether
made,
beauty
dress;
and are going to vote as they please. The choice of party is no longer an Penny ante?
real
in making mon- Huffer has no especial call to butt iu.
gayety
inheritance.
fly, too; in "going the pace," as
&
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Orozco says that if the United ey
Tim tlonnrtiire from the velvet diction of the days when Parties were!
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we say; in goodness or in evil; when
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from
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danger
Hot & Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
women start to fly they have men Baldwin St., Rochester, X. Y., says
Furnished rooms in connection.
by the astonished and bewildered gentlemen who have so long been in tion and guns he needs, he will insure beaten to a frazzle before the start- - Foley Kidney Pills gave him immedi- in
that's
Mexico.
northern
a
Well,
is
movement.
peace
It
control. They cannot understand the present widespread
ers get well gone on the aerial race, ete relief and strengthened him won-- ; 222 ZlQ FrailCiSCO Street
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new deal to them, and the Tact Unit it is a demand for a square deal, they just exactly the position the United
"I lmvo imp whrofi
iih
I am not sure that women
derfully.
show
cannot grnsp, for that phrase was not in their vocabulary. They knew only States takes if it becomes necessary, more sense than men in the aero- - weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
to boss.
as few of them, suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney
A soldier in Oregon committed sui-- : plane game thouglh.
With the idea of unquestioning party allegiance thus thrown into chaos t ide
have
tried
it. Pills gave me immediate relief and
comparatively,
unbalanced
been
mentally
having
Whether this comes from lack of in- - strengthened me wonderfully.
by the increasing practice of independent and intelligent voting, and with the
I am
state, by a blow over terest in the
the need for thoughtful assertion of citizenship made more convincing by the dispatches
game, or fear of falling, pleased to recommend their
use."
head
with
when
Since
a
poker.
use
of
of
paror what, they are letting the men For sale by all druggists.
consecutive revelations of the evils of the old system
private
our troops been armed with pek-- '
tisan power, it is not surprising that the language of political argument ;l.ave
suffra-- :
was
Or
he
a
ers?
subduing
today has a keener edge and a more direct course than it used to have.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
riot?

matter of preserving dignity, President Taft, it is urged, should
recommend the repeal of the Canadian reciprocity act and, as William has
dignity it nothing else, we rather expect bim to do it. That's why we rise
on this occasion to announce our utter disiespect for dignity as an ice cutter.
It is true that Uncle Sam falls short in personal looks with a standing
proposal to .Miss Canada at which she turns up her nose, but there's one!
clause of that act wihich is in effect, as matters stand, towit:. Wood pulp
and paper are on the free list. If Uncle Sam takes back his proposal in
bulk, wood pulp and paper would be restored to the dutiable list and heaven!
only knows what the paper trust would do to the newspapers, magazines and
other publications.
Even under present paper trust conditions, there is no important news- paper that can make its expenses out of its circulation receipts. The cheap
paper cf 12, 14, 1G, 20 pages would be a positive money loser if it relied;
wholly on its income from the reader. Profit depends wholly upon the quantity
of space sold to advertisers. This is no longer a secret to either reader or
publisher, and it has been the thing that lias 'commercialized" a large 'part
of tiie public press. Willi print, paper the big item of cost, the average publisher naturally looks to the patrons who contribute most toward carrying
that burden.
The only salvation for the honest publisher, the fellow who feels that
As a
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the law is oppressive, unjust audi
Sometimes the law's construction
Five Japanese fishermen were bound irom yotianoma to
rankly absurd.
Hakodate in a junk. They were caught by a typhoon and mown across tne
Pacific ocean to the shores of California. Bringing Iheir battered and sinking ship to a point near San Diego, they espied what they believed to be a
chilizid country and escaped by small boats to laud. Here they were un- ivmoniously seized by immigration inspectors and thrown into prison.
Something is radically wrong in the instance above cited. Either the government o3icers were consummate fools and unfit for such responsibility or our
immigration laws, as interpreted by the bureau are an outrage. It seems
sometimes a3 if the moment a man was clothed with a little authority, he
parted with his common sense. There is something besides tyranny intendIt makes a travesty
ed by our laws. They are supposed to mete out justice.
of them when construed as some officials construe them.
of

settlers in Mexico are
complaining bitterly because the fed
erals are stealing their beds. It's bad
enough to have the horses and cattle
taken but when a man can't even retain a place in which to sleep, he
really is entitled to ask for interven- The. Mormon

IRRIGA TION CONGRESS
QALL IS ISSUED TOD A Y

Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 1. Offwas today issued for the
twentieth session of the national irrition.
gation congress, which is to be held in
this city Sept. ;',0 to Oct. 3, 1912. The
The "ice trust" has notified
the call is
signed by Francis G. Newlandsf
ingovernment that if it will stop its
Arthur Hooker, secretary
vestigation, the said trust will show president;
its books and agree to conform to the Richard M. Young, chairman of the
t
Sherman
law. It's wonder-- , executive committee; Geo. A. Snow,
chairman of the Utah board of con0
fnl. the magnanimity displayed
by trol.
of
"I am in this movement for principle" is a common expression from 'some of our largest combinations
The first
of the twentieth
those who are joining the progressive party, and that principle is the highest capital towards our puny little govern, session will meetingat 10 o'clock
on the
open
ment.
action.
of
and
of
of
freedom
liberty
in the world, the principle
expression
morning of Monday, Sept. 30, the purNo man likes to be bossed, nor dictated to and likes to have a little to say;
pose being to hold morning, afternoon
iin.
uuioiut,
in the management of his own aflairs. Hence this new movement Dy tne
of and evening meetings during the four
Alter
the
spending
greater
part
people.
-- 0
;the evening with friends, John went days of the session. In one portion of
home, and arriving there, decided to the official call the following statebox
editor:
ths
asks
Star
A correspondent of the Kansas City
question
is
sleep in the front yard. Next morn- ment is made:
Who said. War is help; and where can I find it?'" If the correspondent
"It is fitting that this important
ing, happening to look up. he saw his
on
a
in
this
little
of
so
lot
do
find
can
he
to
it
anxicus
places
right
really
old planet. The question of the anxious inquirer can -- be answered, for instance, wife observing him from an open win- agricultural and industrial develop
dow.
ment agency should meet this year in
in a recent epigram that has been well circulated, It's hell to be poor."
"Shut Hint window?" he yelled. "Do Salt Lake City, the center of that
0
The conventiens this year all seem to have been especially stirring and you want me to catch my death of splendid empire which irrigation has
cold?"
reclaimed from the great American
lively. Even the educators caught the spirit at their Chicago meeting and
desert.
Here its first meeting was
had 'a nice, torrid time. They filled the atmosphere with appellations just:
held twenty-ninyears ago, Sept. 13
like real politicians.
TKE BYSTANDER
to 17, 1S91. Here, also, was the birth
0
place of Anglo-Saxoirrigation."
SEES IT
Bailey, of Texas, seems terribly wrought up over his prospective AmeriIncluded in the personnel of the nacan revolution which he sees ahead. Those prophecies have become so com,
tional irrigation congress will be its
mon from patriotic statesmen of the Bailey stamp that they don't excite any-THEY'RE DOING IT, DOING IT.
officers; the president and the
one anymore.
n
.
of the United States; memThey are really and truly cleaning
United
States
Uncle Joe Cannon says the new party "looks like twins." it will look a up in different parts of the city and bers of the cabinet:
the weeds are being hoed out, and senators and congressmen; governors
good deal worse than that to you before we get through, Uncle Joseph.
0
this morning they burned some refuse of states and of insular possessions ot
The green fruit crop of California this year is said to be great. It is between the postofflce and Catron the United States; members of federblock you know the place, where so al, state and insular irrigation, water
presumable that the stomachache cropo goes along with it.
many people pass daily and have to and conservation commissions; stata
A lot ot people could take lessons from the dictagraph. It hears ever? look upon a spot that would not even engineers and commissioners of agrilook well as a dumping ground. Well, culture and horticulture; delegated
thing and tells nothing.
they burned some refuse in those from every state in the Union and
In addition
They found hams one hundred years old in a Rhode Island cellar. Must pretty round, galvanized iron burners from foreign countries.
this morning, right on the ground so to the fifteen delegates appointed by
have been embalmed.
everybody could Bee the entertain- - the governor of each state and terri
a
like
ment and get the benefit of the
Is
of
that
dhance
there
of
a
selecting
tory, representatives are coming from
nothing
of
game
Speaking
fume. Nice, wasn't it? Well, that's universities, . colleges, cities, commerall they did. me boxes are still all cial and industrial bodies', counties
The Oregon ballot will be nine feet long, Quess they'll have to put it piled on the spot just as tthey have and associations devoted to Irrigation,
been since the spot was there, and agriculture, horticulture and engineer- on rollers.
icial call

anti-trus-

lwmni,
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Regular Meals

How About That Fire Insurance?
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0

Night.

ing.
Announced subjects to be discussed
by the congress are as follows: Irrigation of the great west. Storing ot
tine floods. Measurement of streams.
Scientific investigation of irrigation
projects.
Proper safeguarding of ir
securities.
rigation
Enactment of
practical working and uniform state
irrigation laws. Preservation of the
forests. Opportunity
to build new
homes. Heeding the call of the landless man for the manless land. Elimination by law of fraud in connection
with the location and sale of land.
Cooperative effort of government and
state immigration officials. Close cooperation of state engineers. A-

these are the subjects schedand advocacy
by the congress, undoubtedly others
will arise as necessity may suggest.
The meetings will be conducted with
cemocratic freedom and latitude to
the delegates, and free discussion will
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COMPANV
SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS.

GENERAL

Then Act

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN BLANKETS,

RUGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
119 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

lthough

uled for consideration

UNUSUAL

AN

THE RELIANCE

LIFE INSURANCE

CONTRACT

FAMOUS "SELF SUSTAINING"

POLICY

It Is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
be encouraged.
It Has a Total Disability Clause. This Alone la Worth the Price.
Let Us Explain It to You.
Many amusement features also are
CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
& HALL KOOM21.BANK
HALL
KLIX)
These include a great il
provided.
luminated parade on the nigiht of Sept.
20 and a spectacular pageant of the
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mighty Wizard of the Wasatch, ai
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
mjsterious potentate of the realm of Department of the Interior,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
U. S. Land Offic
t Santa Fe, N.
unconfined joy, who is supposedly
,
Register.
brought down out of some secret cave 'Mex., July 23, 1912.
in the Wasatch mountains by a horde
Notice is hereby given that Chas.
THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
of his gay wards. An irrigation A. Sirlngo, son and heir of Bridget
the individual, man or woman, who
queen is to be selected from among Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
the beautiful womannood
of the Homestead Entry No. 1448G, for Lot uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
NW 4 rheumatism, weak iack, and other
SW
Sec. 3, N
Rocky mountain country, and the lady 7; SW
is to be presented to the multitude Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9 kidney and bladder irregularities. Folwith accompanying features of scen- E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian, ey Kidney Pills are healing, strengthic splendor.
has filed notice of Intention to make ening, tonic, and quick to produce
Contain no harmOne of the attractions will be a final Homestead 5 year proof, to estab- beneficial results.
Put
mammoth exhibit of the products of lish claim to the land above describ- ful drugs." Never sold in hulk.
iirigated farms, which will be educa- ed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa up In two Bizes In sealed bottles. The
tional as well as interesting. The Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem- genuine is in a yellow package. For
sale by all druggists.
Utah state fair will be In progress, ber, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
and this will be supplemented with
Today's hews today, You get it in
mineral, livestock and other exhibits S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex., the New Mexican.
provided by the congress.
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in The affair has "down the coop" anil
the oihers implicated in the affair are
left to hold t iio sack md pay the expense bill. Raton Uunge.
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sive Convention
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11

next Monday.
Three hundred and fifty of the veof
terans marshaled in two platoons
blue and gray, carrying the Stars and
Bars and the Stars and Siripes. will
march to the Coliseum as a preliminary feature to the formal opening
of the convention.
As the veterans enter the coliseum
hundreds of furled flags suspended
from the roof of 'he big building will
be loosened, military bands will play
martial music and a Vg demonstration
is expected to mark the occasion.
"I have received assurances from
all sections of the South that
officers, both democrats and
republicans, who have been invited to
participate in this feature of the convention are more han willing to do
so," said Chairman Otis.
"The two platoons of 175 members
each, are neii'ly complete and the
names of the northern and southern
veterans who will ake part will he
made public within i day or two. The
list will contain the names of some
of the most distinguished veterans
both Confederate and I'nion in the en- tire country."
The committee on arrangements also announced thlt 'he keynote speech
of Albert J. lieveridge,
States senator from Indiana, would
he the first of perhaps a dozen great
oratorical efforts.
Senator Dixon will return to Chicago from New York today, according
to messages received at headquarters.

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits Everybody
It suits die most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
found in luxurious villas in camps in farms in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it ; everybody likes it. It bakes, broils, roasts and
toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell the New
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle.

u

Der-den-

Free

Cook-

x3$S?l

-

Book with

Oil

every stove

Cook-stov- e

All dealeri sell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in nickel, with cabinet top, drop
shelve towel racks, etc Long chimneys, en1, 2 or 3 burners.
ameled turquoise-blu- e.

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,

Cook - Book
also given to
anyone sending
5 cents to cover
mailing cost.

mm

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.

BLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

Denver.

Butte,

Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Salt Lake City

NEWS OF THE STATE
SUMMER TOUR ST RATES

DON'T KNOW HOW HIGH.
It has been suggested by Dr. Woodman that the altitude of various peaks
be taken and an official name be given to each one. This is a good idea,
and the matter will be taken up with
the proper authorities. The exact alaltitude of Questa is unknown;
though many times we are asked how
high is your town. Questa Gazette.

TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver

& Rio

IN EFFECT

frightened, sprang forward, throwing
the youthful driver to the ground,
knocking him senseless. The accident
occurred in front of the hospital and
was witnessed by Mr. Frederick, who
tarried the child into the hospital and
attended to his hurts temporarily, afterwards laking him in his car to a I). C. Byliee,
teaming contractor
It was necessary to take living at
physician.
Keeling Court, Canton,
several stitches in his face to close 111., is now well rid of severe and
the wound hut the young man quickly
His
annoying case of liidney trouble.
recovered and now seems as well ai back
i:nd he was bothered
pained
ever. Carlsbad Current.

GREAT GRASS.
rain fell over t he country north of Rincou Sunday morning
taking in the entire Jornada. In Lake
Valley. Hillsboro, the Mimbres and
Black Range country and as far down
as Deming, there was soaking rains
Friday night and Sunday night of the
As a result grass everypast week.
where is growing
rapidly. Sierra
Free Press.
A splendid

Grande

,

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.

SOMEBODY HELP HUGH.
Hugh Johnson lives in a big two
story house all a!oie. Hugh is tired
of it not of the two story house, but
of being alone and having all the
housework to do. Hugh wants a cook
Won't
and wants one pretty badly.
some of our lady readers open a correspondence with Hugh looking toward upcoming permanent cook in the
house? Lakewood Pro- big
gress.

Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.

NEW WAY OF KILLING COYOTES.
William Warner and Harry and
Donald Foley had an exciting tim.
Sunday out a little beyond the Otis
place, in running down and kiilins two
Coyotes.
They were on horseback
and discovered a bunch of four. The
boys being unarmed started in pnr- suit. The chase was an exciting one.
with odds in favor of the coyotes but
the boys got hot on their trail, turned
and twisted and doubled on the ileeing
animals and finally got close enough
t.i strike them with a whip itsj.k
he
loaded end of a cattle whip was used
in dispatching them and two out of
the four were killed.
This is a ver
unusual way of killing coyotes, but
the animals were brought back to the
residence of Mr. S. L. Warner and the
scalps are there to how- for it. The
two each measure four feet from tip
This shows they were nearly
tip.
full grown. Vaughn Reporter.

'
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two-stor- y

--

EXPECT ARTESIAN WATER.

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
Sale

On

Daily,

Until

That there is an abundance of good
water in this locality is evidenced by
the fact that in drilling the well for
the Gallup Oil and Development com-- :
pany the drill has penetrated seven
distinct water sands all of them very
good. AH seven of these sands with-- i
in a depth of COO feet. The sand vein
o; artesian water has not yet been
reached but it is expected that the
depth will be reached in a week or so.

j

NOT YET FOUND .
No trace has yet been found of
Pedro Madrid alleged slayer of William A'onzo Reall, the north plains
rancher, whose body, riddled with bullets was discovered on his ranch last
Thursday afternoon.
That the capture of Madrid will
prove a difficult task is assured from
Gallup Independent.
the fact that the Mexican had a lead
of three days. He 'eft the scene of
HOLT LIKES TAYLOR'S FARM.
on a mule, riding in the
The possibilities of the Mimbres the murder
direction of Buchanan, where he may
in
the
shown
splenare
fully
valley
to some
point
did. development of the Taylor farm have taken a train
by
!ten miles southwest of the city. With where he would be protected
one of the finest house gardens in friends. No trace of the mule has
state and 160 acres of magnificent been found.
Jake Cartwright, arrested in confield of
crrps, including a
with the crime, is still lodged
nection
an
wheat, just put in the stack, and
'orchard of from 8 to 10 thousand of in the count jail. He has given sevthe finest varieties of fruit trees, U eral versions of the murder, none of
au-- i
surely does look good. Deming Gra- which are given credence by the
News.
Roswell
thorities.
phic.
'

j

Sept. 30,

1912.

'

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO,

$50.35

BOSTON,

NEW YORK,

$79.35

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95

BUFFALO,

$44.35

ST. PAUL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
AI I PHP Nil
flALU
UIVniA

A Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

LOS ANGELES

and

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

$46.90

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. B. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
General Manager

H. A. C00MER,

mW

MEXICO

N. M. C. R. R.,

MILITARY

Pas-

SANTA FE, N. M.

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'TheWestPoint

fr

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.

if

War Department.

i

Located

1

of the Southwest.'

,

t

in the beautiful

Pecos

Valley, a, 700 feet a bove sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout tb entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

1 J

For particulars and Illustrated
ogue, address,
COL.

r
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-

Ml I Cf , Sept.

JAS. W.
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FANCY PUPS.
SOME ONIONS.
W. C. Winston, a well known resi"t'nele" Buck Blankenship brought
some onions to this place this week dent of the city, is going into the
that were grown this year in Mrs. business of raising full blooded foxBlankenship's garden that were cer- hounds. He has already secured four
They would of the finest pups in the country and
tainly prize takers.
weigh, easily, one pound each and will add more to his kennel later.
Two of the pups secured came from
He also
were smooth and regular.
famous Walker kennel of Kenthe
some
that
fine
beans
very
brought
were grown in the same garden. The tucky and the other two from Texas,
onions looked so good and appealed the mother of which was purchased
bo strongly to the vppetite that the some time ago by Mr. Slaughter at a
Times man took them home for the fancy price. The four pups are gens
and within a year or
table Instead of keeping them to show uine
to the visiting strangers, and, inciden-ta'ly- , so Mr. Winston expects to have a fine
they were equally as good to showing of dogs in his kennel.
As soon as he has raised sufficient
eat as they were to look at. Portales
dogs to warrant it Mr. Winston will
Times.
make an excursion into the mountains
after foxes and other animals that ate
NEW GAME AT CLOVIS.
A new game
has been invented to be found there.
The venture is being backed by a
which should especially appeal to the
church ladies or those who assist in number of local people, who are lovraising funds for benevolent purposes. ers of fine and fancy dogs. Roswf.il
The scheme has never yet been work- Record.
ed in Clovis. so here it is:
TOO MUCH "JOY" RIDE.
"All the girls are weighed and the
o
on
man b" Jie name of Earl
A
a
of
each
written
young
piece
weight
paper and put Into a hat, and the Vanduser, who has been working for
young men must go to supper with the past several dys for the Love
the girl whose weight he draws, and garage, left Tuesday night between
f
must pay for her supper at
daylight and darkness because of a
It is very exciting disastrous "joy ridis" in which himcent per pound.
so far as the young men are concernself and several other young incn
were implicated.
bout tnldnight;
ed
This would be all right providing Vauduser who was a novice at steertoo many heavyweights were not in-- ! ing an automobile, appropriated one
o? the machines from the Love garage
vited. Clovis News.
and got along splendidly until striking the railroad crossing on North
CHILD HURT IN RUNAWAY.
Johnnie, the ten year old son, of Third street near Ripley park, when
J. J. Kircher, figured rather unpleas- the machine refused to negotiate he
antly in a runaway accident Monday crossing and collided with the
of
The rear
embankment.
afternoon. The little fellow was driving the family horse hitched to a bug-- ! the car was bent double and tha
gy, when in Borne manner one of the mechanism of the machine otherwise
shafts broke and the horse becoming seriously damaged. The leading spirit
i
one-hal-

rail-roo- d

-

-

-

in Chicago.

Chicago, Aug. 1. ('mi federate and
acI'nion veterans of prominence,
cording to an announcement made
today by Ralph ('. Otis, chairman of
the committee on aratigemenis, will
participate in the opening program of
the Progressive national convention

Express Prepaid, $3.00.

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock ail numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.

ANSIS

mm

TOGETHER.

Southern and Northern Veterans Will
Stand Side by Side at New Progres-

-

'

f

M

with headaches and dizzy spells. "I
took Foley Kidney Vflls just as directed and in a few days I felt much
better. My life and strength seemed
I
to come back, and I sleep well.
am now all over my trouble and glad
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
Try them. For sale by all druggists

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
W. Long, Kl Paso.
T. D. Getzendarmen Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. C. Chase, Tilton, 111.
A. H. Case, wife and child, Copper-hill- ,
Tenn.
Millard Harrow, Chicago.
Richard Down. Gascon.
A. Mennet, Las Vegas.
Miss Nellie Sheener, New York.
Miss Ada Sheened. New York.
P. Frendley, Ohio.
D. V. Braderson, St. Louis.
A. E. A. Shinier New York.
Mrs. Laura M. Carver, Santa Monica.
T. S. Cockerell, Boulder, Coio.
H. L. Hollister, Pueblo.
M. Myrtle Moulton, IRoy, Mich.
Amado Chaves, Albuquerque.
MONTEZUMA.
Misses Thomas, Kansas City.
G. G. Gray, Denver.
A. J. Loomis, Ci'y.
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
E. F. DuCharm, Denver.
A. C. Sapping, Denver.
Mrs. O'Connel', Chicago.
C. J. Crandall, Jr., Velarde.
R. L. Hicks Espanola.
Dr. Nellie V." Mork, Baltimore.
G. A. Laney, Chicago.
Ray Henderson and wife, Waco.
O. J. Price, Lansing, Mich.
II. E. Marsh, Lansing, Mich.
CORONADO.
J. A. Julian, Espanola.
J. A. Graham, City.
El Torreon,
Ed. M. Bernardinelli,
X. M.

Hilario
Mexico.
Daniel

A. Delgado,
C.

Ortiz,

L;

Chapulpatec,

Costa.

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Aug. 1. Wool
steady.
Territory and western mediums 20
fine mediums jS20; fine i:'
17.

30,000

And Many

VOICES.

Are the Voices of Santa
Fe People.

a
TSitrty thousand voices What
grand chorus! And that's the number of American men and women who
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
Pills for relief from backache, kidne
and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell it in the home papers. Santa Fe people are in this
chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.

Miss Adela Arias,

10C

Griffin

St.,

CITY,

E0.

W

'

ID REM,

26.30

Foster-Milbur-

n

-

Doan's

TV i

I3
Hi
''

Nlco'y furnished front

GaH.-.te-o

street.

l

LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE

Elegantly Furnrsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and bav.
ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
Dates of Sale. August 16th to 19th.
Return Limit, Aujf.JIst, 1912.

SANTA

FE ALL THE

WAY

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
pialens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Hay fever and asthma make August All repair work and typewriters guar- Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex- a month of intense suffering to many anted.
and Tar ( hange. Phone 2:n.
Foley's Honey
people.
Compound gives prompt case ond reWANTED 100,000 people to drink
lief, and is soothing ami hea'ing vi
Win. M. 'the mineral, cool, clear water of the
the inllamed membranes.
It can be procured
Merethew, Me., says. "A lnv doses of Aztec Spring.
to Mr. Henry Krick, who
Foley's Honey anil far Compound re- by applying
lieved me of a severe attack of as- furnishes same to all the leading sathma and less than a bottle caused a loons and drug stores in the city.
complete cure." Refuse substitutes. Why drink muddy water from the hydrant or pipes when you can drink
For sale by all druggists.
clear and beneficial water from tha
Aztec Spring.
NOTICE.
CANDELARIO MARTINEZ,
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
Proprietor,
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
HERE TO STAY.
The United States of America,
What poor excuses. ' Oh, I haven't
Plaintiff,
time." "Can't afford it." You can
vs. No. 15.
find time hi go to a picture show and
Ortega Fiores, et til,
see a boy stab a cat with a toothpick.
Defendants.
After you are out of bed and washed,
It appearing from the complaint in (partly dressed or you'll fancy the
the above entitled cause that the same ixuld can't get on without you), ten
is commenced for the purpose of re- minutes will show you how easy the
moving a cloud uiion the title to real A. I!. ('. Shorthand is; then when you
estate of plaintiff and (if quieting the .are through, you'll sing praises and
title of plaintiff to certain lands with- draw the money. Ut the ignorant,
in the district of New Mexico, and uneducated, and lazy in mind, do thu
that the defendant, Ortega Fiores, is emptying of the dust bins, sweep the
not an inhabitant of and cannot be tloor, or drive the burro.
Come in, say what you can afford
found within the district of New Mexye., now ; not some other
ico as shown by the return of the weekly.
It's the sometimes that, drag
Marshall for the district of New Mex- - time.
conies. You are
ieo, made on the 2 t h day of May, on, and then
the losertlie longer you put it. off.
U12, and that said defendant has not
Do come in ami see signed
testivoluntarily appeared in this cause: now monials from: M.
E. Academy and the
on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by
the Court that the said defendants and Belknap Schools, Heaver, Utah. NewCalif.
Thistle
each of them, do plead, answer or de- port Beach School,
mur in this cause by the second day District School, Utah.
Prof. A. R. King, Scofield, Utah,
of September, A D. 1912.
writes: "The students are intensely
It is further ordered, that as personin Prof.
ShortNorton's
al service on said defendant, Ortega hand,
He won the admiration of
Fiores, can not be had as shown by every student
Winter
present.''
the return of the Marshal for the dls-- Quarters School; Greenriver.
Moab,
trict of New Mexico on the 25th day Monticeilo Public Schools, and Counof May, 1912. that a copy of this ty Superintendent of Grand County,
order be published in the Santa Fe Utah.
PUEBLO. Milton C. Potter, and J.
Daily New Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the district of K. Keating, Superintendents.
Bessemer. Minnequa, Danforfh, CoNew Mexico, once a week for six consecutive weeks, the last publication lumbian. Irving, and Summerfield
to be made at least one week before Public Schools, the Benedictine College and Fort Collins Agricultural
said return day.
Done in open court in Santa Fe, College.
Facts are Facts. Truth is Truth.
New Mexico, this 1st day of July, A.
More evidence if you ask.
D. 1912.
All commercial subjects
WM. II. POPE,
taught.
The
Santa Fe Business College, the
Judge.
Business University of New Mexico.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAIL(010493)
ROAD COMPANY.
Department of the Interior,
State of New Mexico,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
County of Santa Fe.- - ss.
In the District Court of the First Ju- July 22, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-indicial District, Sitting in and for
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
the County of Santa Fe.
1904, made homeIndependent Steel and Wire Company who, on July 20,010493-7992,
for E
and Pittsburg
Trust Company, stead entry No.
NW
NV
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
Plaintiffs,
3. Section 24, Township 18 X., Range
Gen'l No. cr.CB
vs.
Consolidated Cause. 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noNew- - Mexico Central
Railroad Com- tice of intention to make Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
pany and Others, Defendants.
To all Parties in Interest in the Above land above described, before Register
Entitled Cause and all Creditors of and Rec iver, XT. S. Land Office,
the New Mexico Central Railroad Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
day of Sept., 1912.
Company.
as
Claimant names
witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to the decree of the court en- Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-taciMontoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
tered on July 20th, 1912, in the above
entitled cause appointing the under- Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
signed as Special Master and Referee
to take testimony and- report upon all
Register.
of the questions, matters and things
isNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
included in or appurtenant to the
sues raised in the consolidated cause Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
aforesaid and the constituent causes:
And also to ascertain and report to
July 3, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Francisthe court a list of the creditors, both
secured and unsecured, of the New co Montoya y Martinez of Espanola,
Railroad
Mexico Central
Company N. M., who on Dec. 30, 1910, made
together with the statement showing Homestead Entry No. 014,735, for SW
SW1-4- ,
SE
S
and W
NW
fbe nature and amounts of their reSW
Section 23, Township 21
spective claims, that 1he undersigned
Special Master and Referee will sit .V, Range 2 E., N. M. Meridian, has
at his office, Room 19, in the Catron filed notice of intention to make final
Block, situate on the east side of the five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg- Plaza in the city of Santa Fe,
on September 10th, 1912, at ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, X. M., on
ten o'clock, a. m., at which time and Sept. 5, 1912.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
place all creditors of the said
Central Railroad Company
Register.
will be given opportunity to present
and make proof of the amounts of
Society Stationery The New OTexx
tlieir respective claims and to present can Printing Company have on hand
their objections, if any, to the allow- and can make up promptly the latet
ance of claims of other creditors pre- forms In society stationery. The nev
sented to the undersigned
Special size correspondence
cards, etc. Or.
ders taken for engraved and env
Master and Referee.
And all creditors are ordered to bossed work. Several lines to make
produce proof of their respective your selection from.
claims and submit to such examination in respect thereto as may be di-

AGENT,
H.S.LUTZ,
MexicoSanta Fe, New

Cleaned,

-

1

o

o

2

Fe,

August 1st,

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the Xew Mexican PriDtlng
prices will be quoted upon request.
Our styles and 'orais are strictly up
to data

Are You a Seller? An advertise
in the classified coTumns of the
New Mexican will put your real
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

ment

Today's news today.

and

You get it in

the New Mexican.

-

SEVEN.

Two story residence on
K') It SAf-alace avenue. Lot C0x240 feet. O. O.
fc Co.
Wat.

24th AnnualConvention

States.

Remember the name
take no other.

A

UENT

FOR

:o:i.

Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "The splen- rected.
LORIN C. COLLINS.
did results I obtained from Doan's
Master and Referee, Room 19,
Special
has
Pills
several
Kidney
year3 ago
Catron Block.
been permanent and for that reason,
1912, Santa
my confidence in them has increased.
I suffered from a dull, heavy ache in
the small of my back and was subject
to headaches and dizzy spell. I always felt tired, had no ambition and
was in poor health when I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take
long to cure me and from that day to
this, I have been free from kidney
I willingly
confirm the
complaint.
public statement I gave in January,
1007, telling of my experience with
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United

J
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BLUE AND CRAY TO
MARCH

NOW READY.
Price, $2.10.

VAG7

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1, 1912.
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CLEVELAND.

0

AND

$63 .00
NATIONAL CONVENTION
FRATERNAL

ORDER OF EAGLES.
Aug. 12th to 17th, 1912
Dates of Sale,
Aug 2nd to 4th, 1912.
Return Limit, . . August 14th, 1912.
See Snn'.a Ke Agents tor Particulars.
II. S. LL'TZ, Agt.,
Santa Fe, N. M

'X
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

THE HOME OF

This is the rcasoo why women have " nerves." V.'hen thoughts begin to grow
of pain and distress are sent
cloudy and uncertain, impulses lag and the warnings
a
like flying messages throughout limhs and frame, straightway, nine times insheten,
fin;
woman will lay the cause of the trouhle to some defect r.t the point where
felt it. Is it a headache, a backache, a sensation cf irritability cr twitching and
with the head cr hick, i
uncontrollable nervousness, something must be wrr-nvery often ct ntors in the
woman naturally sevs, but all the tini" trie rciil
f
is here, and a
womanly organs. It'i nine eases out of ten the se;il ( the d?Scu!ty
woman should take rational treatment for its euro. The local disorder and inflamto treated steadily and
mation of the delicate special organs cf the s;::
systematically.
Dr. Pierce, during a Jong period of practice, fourvi "'.'.at o prescription madn
from medicinal extracts of native roots, without the us u f n'co'iot, lxiievcd over 90
in his private pracper cent, of such cases. After using this remedy lor many years thc-.would make it
tice he put it up in form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescr'.ptit.'j.
ure handled.
medicines
easily procurable, and it can be had at any store v...:rc

Quality Groceries

troi-M-

of Zc.k, Xa.. writes: "I had
failing in health
to my household duties.
of the time win not, aio t atd-mbad
l
an-but. ihat.ks to Doctor
I wns mating very
v
was mv troulile
n'.'uficincs, 1 am well and strong ana in. 1 look only three botllcn of
ription,' and iirm.1 Hie LoUoa XaUnU' I have nothing but praiso for

Mrs. Lit.A.
for two years
ii-(-- (

Hawkins,

T!.

inot

aur-.es- s

Doawr Pierce's wondorfitl medicines."

"Tin

'in

flf!!

i

TAKE DR. PIERCE'S

PLEASANT

FOH LIVEIl ILLS.

MO UN TA INA IR GHAUTAUQUA
DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT:

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying
Meals

Always
On

Tap

Monday, July 20th. Now Mexico Resources Day.
This being "Resources Day" much
speculation had been indulged as to
the attendance, which was not as
but representalr.rge as expected,
tives were here fro"i almost every
portion of the state, showing a keen
interest in tihe progress being made
by the people in Kstancia valley in
general and the people of Mountain-aiin particular. Many distinguished
gentlemen were present, among them
were Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of
the Xew Mexico Agricultural College,
Prof. J. D. Tinsley, Albuquerque, Col.
H. J. Pinr-keMoriarty, Dr. V. S. Chen-ny- ,
who
V.'illard and many others,
contributed to the pleasure and profit
of those who are more particularly interested in the success of local enterprises.
Great preparation was made to entertain the crowd with a "Home
i.rown
dinner ot .ew .Mexico pron-nets, which was the most elaborate
ever served in this county.
The dinner consisted
of twelve

!

A NEW CARLOAD OF

WATERA1ELONS

F. ANDREWS
Phone 4.

EJLOCftL MENTION

HAS CONTROL

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 1. .New
Mexico: Generally fair in south
Washington, D. C, Aug. 1. The
portion, local showers in north N senate today gave to the democratic-progressivX
republican tariff alliance
portion tonight or Friday.
complete control of the senate conference committee on the wool tariff,
By the Grace of God, Goebel's Store sugar tariff and excise tax bills.
twenty-onSenator Simmons (democrat), and
years old today.
Whatever your doctor prescribes Senator Penrose (republican), joined
July stomach troubles can be in moving that the senate stick to its
to the three bills and
j amendments
supplied at Zooks.
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 233 asked for conferences with the house.
On the wool tariff Dill and the
,
East Palace avenue.
cise tax bill, the conferees named
On account of the death of
Ilouiton the Guild of the Church of were Senator LaFollette, progressive At the prize fight you see rounds ot
the Holy Faith will hold no meeting jiepublican, and Senators Bailey and
pound, but here you see pounds of
Senator Bailey
this week.
Simmons, democrats.
round!
actions go well with will be chairman of the excise tax
Charming
charming looks. You will have cliarm- - conference.
On the sugar bill, those named were
ing looks if you use Zook's Benzoin,
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN,
Senators Penrose and Lodge, regu-- ;
Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
The Woman's Aid Society of the lars. and Bristow, progressive, repubShort Steak, Flank,
First Presbyterian church will meet lican, Senators Bailey and Simmons,
democrats.
at the home of Mrs. A. J. Fischer toRound Steak, Pork Steak,
The adoption of the democrat-in-- i
morrow afternoon at 2:::o o'clock.
to
is
That's About
bring
expected
Pmiwl liv Roniniriin
Ro!it n Eurgent plan
'
about early termination of all the tar--i
0wner'can
cllild-have iff
gold ri
The Way They Rank !
differences between the two houses.
identifying ...same and paying
..
The Mere Mention
iui mis iiuvi'i iistjiiiem,.
SENATE TRIAL COURT
Found, "on Cathedral Place, a gold
AND
ADJOURNS.
MEETS
Of The Above Choice Cuts
cross, owner can recover same by
same
for
and
this
identifying
paying
Should Bring
It Quits Work Until Saturday Withad. Apply to Very Rev. A. Fourchegu.
out Deciding Whether to Proceed
Mr. Business Man. Did you ever
With Hearing of Judge Archbald
Post-Haste!
notice that the man that
the best
Now or Later.
trade is the man that has the best
lighted floor of business. People's
Washington, D. C, Aug. 1. After a
How 'Good They'll Taste !
Electric Supply co.
session of an hour the senate today,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent fitting as a court of impeachment in
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- - the case of Judge Robert W.
all modern conveniences, inciud-- bald, of the commerce court, adjourn
ing electric light, steam heat ana ed until 2 p. m. Saturday without
baths, in the First National Bank deciding whether the trial shall go on
at once or wait over until fall.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Phone 92.
Keep your skin clean. Use pure,
as
soft, dainty, ta'eum. such
sells. It is healing and soothing. Ask 1ST
for Violet.
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courses, and embraced all the choicest
dishes and delicacies
from home
grown products, prepared and served
in the most modern and approved
Day.
style. Chef Hogan, of the Harvey
The train being late, there was simsystem, realizing that he would have
a
for dinner many epicures on that, oc- ply a forma! opening of the exercises
by
speech from Senator Barth, Aladditional
table
casion, engaged
help,
and at the hour appointed, a veritable buquerque, in which 'he announced
what would be the program for the
banquet awaited us.
afternoon
Dinner being over, the Chautauqua
., ...
,Tt! !, tii,,,,,,,.,,
devoted all the afternoon to the organ band, after which Col.
Bryan of
ization of "The Torrance County Degave us an extended review
velopment Association."
of his experiences in an Arctic
Mr. H. B. Hening, president of the
,
of
known as the
New Mexico Immigration
Bureau,'
Expedition."
from Albuquerque, accompanied
by
This proved a very interesting and
Mr. Read, advertising agent of the1 ;ilslrllctive
im-,- i
ami
i,v nii
....
Santa Fe system, of Chicago, tender-- ' T1,iK .,.
cd his services in a neat and impres- - Lections, vocal and
insmm.Mit! '
five
peech outlining what seemed
,lr,
d,v"
""
fellowship of the neighboring
jerous
results.
This was followed by a tcvns, to the
advantage of all. Manv
short address by Mr. Read, who re- discussions of many prominent
DEMOCRATS MEET IN DENVER.
lated how, and on what plan his peoof the various towns representT
t
ple aided in advertising the resources ed, respecting methods for permanentueiiver, vuiu., Jiug. j. i lie j.fiivui
of a country, showing that his was a ly
to sel- convention
democratic
the
maintaining
Chautauqua, and county
work.
which would enlist more ect delegates to the state assembly in
Mr. Fincke. of Moriarty, was called state-widinterest in its success Pueblo August fi, was scheduled to
upon and related how that end of the Many prominent citizens of
Albuquer- open here at 11 o clock this morning.
What
had
been
and
county
organized,
que, both ladies and gentlemen, were Early today it was doubtful if the
it had done, all of which encouraged in attendance on
this day, and ail county meeting would go beyond the
the people of the rest of the county, seemed to enjoy themselves.
selection of delegates.
and an organization was speedily effected.
Col. II. .T. Fincke was made president of the county organization, Mr.
A U. 1! LIIC KK
JNO. S. MlTCllF.M
R. L. Hitt, secretary, and Dr. Chenny
treasurer. Eighteen vice presidents
LOS ANGELES
were suggested, whose duty would be
A
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
trtil I
to act until the first regular Meeting,
..I
when the regular meeting would con-- i
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
firm such election. These vice presWith Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00;
idents were selected from all the
towns in the county and are supposed
to look after the interests of their reFive committees
spective localities.
were
appointed, as follows, viz.:
Dairy and Live Stock, Agriculture, Irrigation, Transportation and Marketing and Bylaws, to report at the first
regular meeting, August loth, 1912.
It is conceded that this step will do
more for the material development
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
for Torrance county than any one
enPhone Black 12.
thing that has been done in its
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
tire history.
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
The failure of the governor,
to

r

Here

PELLETS

f

keep his appointment, was a sore disappointment to the management as
well as a host of the visitors. Their
places were supplied by visitors of
wide reputation. The Chautauqua
has been honored wivh the presence
and assistance of many great men ot
the state.
Eve.iing July 2Mb, S:00 p. m.
The exercises were as follows, viz.;
.Mr. K. Stanley Seder,
Trio,
Henderson and Winches-- ,
ter. Vocal solo, .Mrs. Winchester, Al-- i
tuiqiierque.
Instrumental solo, Mr.
Seder, Albuquerque.
Quartette, Mes-ifo- r
dames Henderson and Winchester and
Mess. Dr. Heddiug and Seder. Recitation by iliss (ireathouse, Amarilla.
Texas.
A special request for "My
Old Kentucky Home," and Dixie, Mrs.
Henderson, on violin, brought down
the house. These were all well ren- j dered
and much appreciated by the
.audience. These were followed by the
'motion pictures.
nis program was substituted for
jlr.c tegular, official program, but met
tile anurovnl of tlip entire assembly
visitors. This occasion wa the
appearance ot Miss Greatbouse
here, and she made a decided "hit"
with the entire audience, whose ai
Piause evtdenced tbe.r apprecutt.on of
iier recitations.
Tuesday July 20th, Albuquerque
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Carpenters,
Contractors
We specialize on

TOOLS of QUALITY. Ail of the
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will rt- -i without
oil cr clcaninrj longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs both occasion-

i

CLEANED
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Can Be Found Here.
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HIGH-GRAD-
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Watches
and
Clock s.

.

ally.
If you will consider tret t!:e rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
btvee a year.
It will increase the
li e and accuracy of your watdi
Leave your watch with "us

" Time

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Company

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Pieces That Are

Reliable."
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Question

JO ONE WANTS TO THROW AWAY MONEY ON SHOES Even if its only
50 cts. or one dollar. You can waste money on shoes as quickly as on any
thing, perhaps quicker, for what looks like leather is often " a horse of another
color." Apart from wasting money, are you tired ?look to your shoes. Are you a
little less well dressed than a person of your means should be? look to your shoes.
This store buys liberally and has such an intimate knowledge of what every manufacturer in the United States can do and is doing in the way of making Footwear,
h
that we always have the best at the lowest price consistent with the quality.
a capital B the bedrock foundation on which our business is built is Quality.
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quality that h not obtainable in any

OXFORDS
viX

!::is of Arncrcan Lady Shoes in the nevest and best
f r Spring and Summer vear.
Come in and let us
rr.--l th:o satisfaction
is.

Oxfords

whit

MAKE THIS STORE YOl'R STORE TO BUY SHOES

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

YOU CAN'T DO BETTER

--

DON'T THINK YOU CAN DO AS WELL.

NATHAN SALMON

